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Abstract

Abstract

In spite of their potential, photovoltaic-based energy sources currently represent only a tiny fraction of
current global energy sources a t the moment.. To change this status quo, it is necessary to achieve
low-cost, high-efficiency solutions for the direct conversion of sunlight into electricity. Quantum dotsensitized solar cells (QDSSCs) represent a promising low-cost photovoltaic technology that has
demonstrated a sharp rise in efficiency performance in the past decade. Despite these efforts, the
<10% efficiency of current QDSSCs designs is still too low to be competitive with established
technologies.
The work included in this thesis is dedicated to identify, understand and potentially overcome the
constraints limiting QDSSC device efficiencies. The primary focus of this work is to elucidate the very
first step following absorption of photons: we focus primarily on unveiling the nature and tuning of
interfacial electron transfer (ET) processes from the quantum dot (QD) sensitizer towards the
mesoporous oxide electrode. The charge carrier dynamics at the QD-sensitized oxide interfaces is
primarily investigated by femtosecond time-resolved optical-pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy. The
results discussed and summarized in this thesis have revealed new pathways in order to boost
efficiencies of QDSSCs by targeting: (i) improvements in the device’s open circuit voltages (VOC) by
reducing thermal energy losses at QD/oxide interfaces and in the QDs themselves; (ii) improvements
in short-circuit currents (JSC) by suppressing trapping processes in QD/oxide electrodes. Specifically,
for reducing energy losses from thermalization processes, several novel strategies have been proposed
and tested in this thesis, including enhancing the donor-acceptor coupling strength (chapter 3),
reducing interfacial donor-acceptor energetics by dipolar capping at QD surfaces (chapter 5),
multiexciton generation and collection (chapter 6), and interfacial extraction of hot carriers (chapter 7).
From a kinetic point of view, all of these strategies share a common aspect: boosting the coupling
strength between the quantum dot and the oxide is shown to represent a key characteristic of highperformance devices. On the other hand, for boosting JSC in QDSSCs, we have shown that atomic
(chapter 4) and organic ligand (chapter 5) passivation of QDs are both suitable for boosting QDSSCs
performance. Atomic passivation can be readily achieved via stoichiometric control in QDs; ligand
passivation is enabled, and tunable by the rich functionality of organic molecules (dipole moment
etc.). These different approaches bring new design principles for optimizing charge transfer dynamics
at QD/oxide interfaces.
In summary, the results discussed within this thesis contribute to a better understanding of interfacial
charge transfer dynamics in sensitized systems; furthermore several novel design principles for
boosting the power conversion efficiency in QDSSCs were analyzed and discussed herein.

Abstract

Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung
Trotz ihres Potentials stellen Energiequellen, die auf Photovoltaik basieren, derzeit nur einen winzigen
Bruchteil der global genutzten Energiequellen. Um diesen Status quo zu ändern, ist es notwendig,
kostengünstige und hocheffiziente Lösungen für die direkte Umwandlung von Sonnenlicht in
Elektrizität

zu

entwickeln.

Quantenpunktsensibilisierte

Solarzellen

(QDSSCs)

stellen

eine

vielversprechende kostengünstige Photovoltaik-Technologie dar, die innerhalb der letzten zehn Jahre
einen starken Anstieg in ihrer Effizienz gezeigt haben. Trotz dieser Bemühungen ist die Effizienz der
gegenwärtigen QDSSCs Designs mit <10% immer noch zu niedrig, um gegen etablierte Technologien
wettbewerbsfähig zu sein.
Diese Doktorarbeit beschäftigt sich damit die Grenzen der QDSSC-Effizienz zu identifizieren, sie zu
verstehen und zu zeigen, wie sie möglicherweise sogar zu überwinden sind. Der Schwerpunkt dieser
Arbeit liegt auf den Prozessen, welche sich direkt an die Absorption von Photonen anschließen: Wir
konzentrieren uns primär auf die Art des

Elektronentransferprozesses (ET), der sich an der

Grenzfläche von Quantenpunktsensibilisator und mesoporöser Oxid-Elektrode abspielt und wie dieser
justiert

werden

Oxidgrenzflächen

kann.
wird

Die

Ladungsträgerdynamik

hauptsächlich

durch

optische

an

den

Pump-

quantenpunktsensibilisierten
Terahertz-Spektroskopie

mit

Zeitauflösung im Femtosekundenbereich untersucht. Die in dieser Arbeit diskutierten und
zusammengefassten Ergebnisse zeigen neue Wege auf, um die Effizienz von QDSSCs zu steigern,
durch: (i) Verbesserungen in der Leerlaufspannung des Geräts (VOC) durch Reduktion thermischer
Energieverluste an den Quantenpunkt (QD)/Oxidgrenzflächen und in den QDs selbst; (ii) die
Verbesserung der Kurzschlussströme (JSC) durch die Unterdrückung von Einfangprozessen in den
QD/Oxid-Elektroden. Insbesondere werden in dieser Arbeit mehrere neue Strategien zur Verringerung
von Energieverlusten aus Thermalisierungsprozessen, einschließlich der Verbesserung der DonorAkzeptor-Kopplungsstärke, vorgeschlagen und getestet (Kapitel 3), der Verringerung der DonorAkzeptor-Energetik an Grenzflächen durch dipolares Capping von QD Oberflächen (Kapitel 5), der
Generierung und Extraktion von Multi-Exzitonen (Kapitel 6), und Extraktion heißer Ladungsträger
(Kapitel 7). Aus kinetischer Sicht haben alle diese Ansätze eine Gemeinsamkeit: die Steigerung der
Kopplungsstärke zwischen Quantenpunkt und Oxid stellt ein wesentliches Merkmal von
Hochleistungsgeräten dar. Andererseits, um den JSC in QDSSCs zu steigern, haben wir gezeigt, dass
die Passivierung von QDs sowohl mit atomaren (Kapitel 4) als auch organischen Liganden (Kapitel 5)
für die Leistungssteigerung der QDSSCs geeignet ist. Atomare Passivierung kann leicht über die
stöchiometrische Kontrolle in QDs erreicht werden; anpassbare Liganden-Passivierung kann durch die
reichen Funktionalität von organischen Molekülen (Dipolmoment etc.) erreicht werden. Diese

Zusammenfassung
unterschiedlichen

Ansätze

zeigen

neue

Design-Prinzipien

für

die

Optimierung

der

Ladungstransferdynamik an den QD/Oxid-Grenzflächen.
Zusammenfassend tragen die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit diskutierten Ergebnisse zu einem besseren
Verständnis der Ladungstransferdynamik an Grenzflächen von sensibilisierten Photovoltaik-Systemen
bei; außerdem wurden mehrere neuartige Konstruktionsprinzipien für die Steigerung des
Energieumwandlungseffizienz in QDSSCs analysiert und diskutiert.

Chapter 1

Chapter 1 Introduction

The global energy consumption is increasing in proportion with the world population expansion. At
present, the world energy supply is mainly based on burning fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas);
energy sources that are non-renewable and non-sustainable. Moreover, emissions of harmful
byproducts when consuming fossil fuels have caused many environmental issues. One of the most
concerning examples is the scientifically established relationship between CO2 emissions and global
warming.1-3 Within this pressing scenario, searching for novel cost-effective, abundant and
environmentally friendly energy sources for sustainable development represents a great challenge
worldwide.
According to “World Energy Assessment Report: Energy and the Challenge of Sustainability” from
the United Nations in 2003*, the total energy contained in one hour of solar radiation incident on the
earth could already fulfill our yearly global energy consumption demand. Much scientific effort has
been spent during the last 5 decades attempting to harness efficiently the energy from the sun. While
the sun is the source of many renewable energies, e.g. wind energy, hydroelectric power, biomass
energy and non-sustainable such as fossil fuels. In principle, the direct conversion of solar energy into
electricity represents a unique way to harness solar radiation without intermediate steps.
Unfortunately, the efficiency/costs ratio for solar cells at present is not competitive yet with current
energy supply technologies regarding exploiting fossil fuels. In this respect, substantial advances to
reduce costs and increase efficiency for photovoltaic applications are necessary for the realization of
an era based on clean and limitless solar energy.

______________________________
*

http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/librarypage/environment-energy/sustainable_energy/

world_energy_assessmentenergyandthechallengeofsustainability.html
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Chapter 1
1.1 Solar cells: loss mechanisms and Shockley-Queisser limit
In this thesis, we will focus our discussion on the development of solar cells: a photovoltaic (PV)
device converting solar energy directly into electricity. Normally, solar cells are made out of
semiconductors: a type of materials which combines a good absorption and good conduction for
photogenerated charges. When a semiconductor is illuminated by sunlight, an electron from the
valence band (VB) can be promoted to the conduction band (CB), leaving a hole behind in the VB. As
the binding energy of excitons in inorganic semiconductors is normally lower than the thermal
energy4, photogenerated electrons and holes appear as the free charges. To harvest these free charges
for producing electricity, it is mandatory that electrons and holes move in opposite directions within
the device, and this can be achieved by p/n junctions (a junction between 2 semiconductors with an
excess of holes and electrons respectively). Away from the p/n junction the free charges can move by
drift to the metal contacts. By connecting the metal contacts between the electron and hole side of the
solar cell through an external circuit, electricity can be generated.
Understanding the fundamental limits defining energy conversion efficiency of a PV device is
essential. Independently on the chemical and geometrical design of the solar cell, two loss mechanisms
are commonly shared in all solar cells consisting of a single junction: the transmission loss and
thermal energy loss.
(1) Transmission loss: Absorption of sunlight is the first key step for an efficient photo-conversion
process. In figure 1 (A), the solar irradiation spectrum reaching earth surface is shown. As we can see,
although sunlight intensity peaks at visible range, the infrared energies (> 800 nm) represent a
substantial portion of the solar spectrum. In order to achieve an efficient absorption in the active layer
for solar cells, a good match between available solar radiation at earth surface and the materials’
bandgap is a requirement. As sunlight hits in the solar cells, only photons with energies that are above
the bandgap energy (Eg) can excite an electron from valence band (VB) to generate free charges. On
the other hand, photons with energy lower than the bandgap will be transmitted through, not
contributing to the solar power conversion process. As depicted in figure 1(B), for solar cell based on
a wide bandgap semiconductor (e.g. Eg >3 eV), absorption of sunlight is inefficient: only high-energy
photons at the blue side of the solar spectrum are absorbed, and sunlight from the red portion of the
solar spectrum is totally lost. This is in contrast to the case of narrow bandgap semiconductors (e.g.
with Eg <1 eV), in which absorption can start from the infrared side of the spectrum (see illustration in
figure 1.1 (C), allowing for strong absorption and thus potentially high current density (JSC) in the
cells.
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Figure 1.1 (A) Solar irradiation sp
pectrum at earrth surface. Data
D
are adapted from PV E
EDUCATION
N.ORG at:
ww.pveducatioon.org/pvcdrom
m/appendices//standard-sola
ar-spectra. (B
B) The sub-baandgap transm
mission of
http://ww
solar radiiation for the case of a wid
de bandgap seemiconductorr as a major lo
oss in a solarr cell. Three resonances
r
(with arroows) represennt light with different frequuencies, and th
he vertical dasshed lines inddicate the corresponding
photon ennergies. (C) The case of a narrow
n
bandgaap semiconducctor.

(2) Therrmal energy loss: After photoexcitattion of a sem
miconductor with photonn energies laarger than
the banddgap leads to
t the generration of thee so-called “hot carrierrs” with exccess energy (Eex).5, 6.
Subsequuently, the syystem relaxees towards tthermal equ
uilibrium by the coolingg of hot carriers, via
multiple electron-phhonon scatteering processses7-9 (as depicted
d
in figure
f
1.2) within charracteristic
o ~1 eV/ps. This hot coooling processs is also callled thermaliization or ho
ot carriers
ultrafast timescales of
relaxatioon in the literature. Afteer thermalizzation, the ex
xcess energy
y in hot carrriers is lostt as heat.
Fundameentally the bandgap
b
of the materiaals determinees the carrieer energies aand the opeen circuit
potentiall (VOC) of a solar
s
cell.
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ocess of therm
malization in a semiconducttor. Three vert
rtical dashed liines refer
Figure 1.2 An illustrattion of the pro
or electrons) oor below the top
t of the
to excitattions with diffferent excess energies abovve the bottom of the CB (fo
valence bband (for holess).

While soolar cells based on narro
ow band gapp semiconducctors, show a characterisstic combinaation of a
low VOC (due to the thermal enerrgy loss) andd high JSC (o
owing to high
h absorption)
n), in the casee of wide
band gaap semiconduuctors a com
mbination off a low JSC with a high VOC is exxpected for the
t same
reasoninng. Thereforee, empirically an interm
mediate band
dgap for baalancing the absorption loss and
thermalization lose iss expected to
o give the opptimized pow
wer conversio
on efficiencyy.
For a prrecise predicttion of solarr cell efficienncies for maaterials with different baandgaps, facttors other
than the fundamentaal loss mech
hanisms disccussed abovee such as black body raadiation and radiative
n into accouunt.10, 11 In 1961,
1
Shocklley and Queeisser determ
mined the
recombinnation, havee to be taken
theoreticcal efficienccy of a solaar cell by the detailed
d balance arrguments, aas a function of the
semiconductor banddgaps.10 Acco
ording to thhis so-called
d Shockley-Q
Queisser (S-Q
Q) limit, thee highest
power coonversion effficiency of a single juncction solar cell
c is ~33%,, and can bee realized at materials
with a bbandgap of ~ 1.35 eV. As
A illustratedd in figure 1.3,
1 the theorretical efficieency of Si based
b
PV
devices (with a banddgap ~1.11 eV)
e is ~31%
%. State-of-th
he-art Si solaar cells in ressearch labs can
c reach
nstrating thee maturity of
o Si PV
efficienccies as highh as ~25%; approachingg S-Q limit and demon
technoloogy. Howeveer, PV devicees with such high efficien
ncy are based
d on high quuality single crystal
c
Si
which iss expensive to
t produce. For
F the furthher developm
ment of Si-baased PV techhnology, red
duction of
production costs is ann ongoing efffort.
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Figure 1.3 Shockley-Q
Queisser (S-Q
Q) limit (adaptted from 10) in
n one sun con
nduction and rrecorded efficciency for
ds” from National Renewabble Energy Laaboratory
Si accordding to the chart of “Researrch Cell Efficciency Record
(NREL) ((http://www.nnrel.gov/ncpv//)

1.2 Quantum dott sensitized
d solar cellls: basic principles
p
and
a
their SShockley-Q
Queisser
limit
Alternatiively, cost-eefficient PV systems couuld also be realized
r
by increasing
i
thhe efficiency
y of solar
cells bassed on cheapp materials. In
n this respecct, the recent research foccus on room T-solution processed
p
solar cellls representss a promising
g path towarrds reducing the cost of producing
p
soolar power. As
A one of
the mostt promising candidates, colloidal quuantum dots (QDs) emp
ployed as abbsorbers are currently
under invvestigation for
f energy co
onversion appplications. Quantum
Q
dotss possess apppealing electrronic and
optical pproperties thhat are suitab
ble for solar cell applicaations, such as size depeendent electrronic and
optoelecctronic propeerties along with
w strong liight absorptio
on and emisssion.12

1.2. 1 A brief introdu
uction to sem
miconductingg quantum dots
d
Quantum
m dots are seemiconductin
ng nanocrysttals with typ
pical diameteers of 2-10 nnanometers. The size
dependent propertiess of QDs aree a consequeence of stron
ng physical confinement
c
t of excitons imposed
by the boundary of the
t particle. In
I a bulk sem
miconductorr, if excitons are formed aafter photoex
xcitation,
t electron and the holee is a natural length, the sso called Boh
hr radius.
the physsical separation between the
When thhe size of sem
miconductorr nanocrystall is smaller than the Bohr radius, exccitons are constrained
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Chapter 1
by the physical boundary. The effect of such confinement to the kinetic energy in the very small dot
can be simply understood though de Broglie equation:

∗

, Equation 1.1,

in which p is the momentum, λ the wavelength, m the effective mass of charges and h as the Planck
constant. For a given dot with diameter R, the electronic wavelength in the dot can only take a discrete
number of wavelengths by considering the boundary condition of a standing wave:
∗ ,

1, 2, 3 … … …, Equation 1.2

By combining equation 1.1 and 1.2, finally one can obtain:
∗
∗

,

Equation 1.3

Although equation 1.3 is rather simple, it contains the essence of the confinement effect in QDs.
According to equation 1.3, the energy levels in these “quantum dot” are discrete, in analogy to the
electronic orbitals in a single atom. As a result, QDs are often seen as an “artificial atoms”. For a more
accurate theoretical calculation of the size dependent bandgap, other factors besides the confinement
effect such us Coloumbic interactions between electrons (e) and holes (h) have to be considered.
Eg (QD)=
=

In which, Eg (QD) and

∗

-

.
ɛ∗

,

Equation 1.4

are the bandgaps of the quantum dot and bulk counterpart, me and mh

the effective masses for electrons and holes respectively, ɛ the dielectric constant for quantum dots.13
As we can see from equation 1.4, with decreasing QD size, the confinement energies (scaling with
1/R2) dominate over Coloumbic interactions (scaling with 1/R): i.e. the smaller the size, the larger of
the bandgap. As a result, the bandgap of quantum dots shifts to blue in energy with decreasing size, as
shown in the figure 1.4 (A) (CdSe quantum dots ranging from 2.3 to 3 nm as an example). The
corresponding electronic structural changes are depicted schematically in figure 1.4 (B). Owing to
their “artificial atom” nature, the first two electronic transitions in QDs are labeled as 1S and 1P
orbitals, in analogy to the electronic transitions in atoms.
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m of 4 differennt sizes of CdS
Se QDs (from 2.3nm to 3.0 nm) normalizzed to the
Figure 1..4 (A) Absorpption spectrum
first exciitonic peak illlustrating qu
uantum confinnement effectts. (B) Schem
matic band sttructure chan
nges with
decreasinng the size of QDs.
Q
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1.2. 2 Quantum dot sensitized solar cell
The size-dependent electronic and optical properties of QDs are by far the most appealing aspects for
many optoelectronic applications based on QDs. For instance, light-emitting technologies based on
QDs have been developed owing to their tunable size dependent emission.14-18 For solar cells, such
size tunability of QD electronic properties can be applied for material bandgap optimization to match
the solar spectrum, making QDs extremely attractive absorbers for solar energy conversion.
After photoexcitation, efficient extraction of electrons from QDs is a pre-requirement for energy
conversion applications, and can be achieved by a sensitization protocol stemming from the concept of
dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs).19 DSSCs were introduced by Grätzel’s group in the early 90’s as a
potential route for developing highly efficient, low cost photovoltaic devices. Owing to the high
porosity of nanostructured TiO2 film, a high loading of the sensitizer is possible thus resulting in large
absorption of sunlight. Under illumination conditions, dyes are exploited as sensitizers for light
absorbing to generate excitons. The excitons are further separated by injecting of electrons into
nanostructured wide bandgap oxide particles (eg. TiO2, SnO2, ZnO, process 1 in the figure 5(A)), and
by transferring hole into a hole-conducting material (e.g. the iodide electrolyte19, process 3).20-22
Subsequently, the separated electrons and holes are collected at electrodes and recombined in the
external circuits to generate electricity. Owing to the excellent optical properties of QDs (strong
absorption cross sections12, 23-25, etc.), they have been considered as promising candidates for replacing
the dyes. Sensitized solar cells based on QDs were proposed back to early 90s.26,

27

The general

working principle of sensitized solar cells based on QDs is similar to that based on dyes. In the last
decade, considerable effort has put into optimizing QDSSC fabrication. However, the highest reported
power conversion efficiency of quantum dot sensitized solar cells (QDSSCS) is still modest ~8.5%28
when compared to >12% for DSSCs.29 In this respect, understanding and minimizing efficiency losses
associated with the charge transfers at different interfaces (QD/oxide, QD/electrode etc.), and charge
transport at different electrodes are essential for boosting efficiency of QDSSCs, to be competitive to
their dye counterparts. In the following, charge transfer/transport processes and their corresponding
recombination mechanisms that limit the cell performance in QDSSCs will be discussed with some
more details.

(1) Electron transfer (ET) from QD to oxide interfaces
Electron transfer from sensitizer to oxide interface is one of the most important steps in quantum dot
sensitized solar cells (QDSSCs) as it is the first key process for efficient exciton dissociation. In figure
1.5 (B), we show the energetics and possible charge transfer dynamics at QD/oxide interfaces. In
principle, after photoexcitation, electron transfer dynamics from the LUMO states of QDs to oxides
can be described as ET between a discrete molecular state in the donor to dense conduction band states
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(2) Electron transport in the film of TiO2 nanoparticles is mediated by diffusion towards the back
contact.45 On the way towards the metal electrode, charge recombination processes at QD/oxide,
oxide/electrolyte can be active. At the QD/oxide interfaces, injected electrons can recombined with the
hole left in sensitizer, a process we call “back electron transfer (BET)” in this thesis; shown in figure
1.5 (A) as process 6. Another detrimental interfacial recombination exists between electrons in oxide
and holes in electrolyte, illustrated as process 7 in figure 1.5(A). For regenerating of QDs by
electrolyte, holes are transferred from QDs to electrolyte and further transport towards the counter
electrode. As oxide surfaces are intimately contacted with electrolyte, such interfacial recombination
can be very efficient and is harmful for charge collections in solar cells.46 A strategy to prevent this
recombination path in sensitized solar cell was proposed for solving this problem; coating an
insulating layer in between the 2 electrodes, by this approach interfacial recombination at
oxide/electrolyte interface can be largely suppressed.47 By applying this approach in QDSSCs, with
our collaborators we have reported a world-record solar cell with 8.2% certified efficiency.28
(3) Charge regeneration in QDs by hole-conducting materials for the sustainable operation of
QDSSCs. The redox couple is a key component of the DSSC, as its redox potential can affect the
extracted charge energetics and VOC in the final devices. Conventionally, an electrolyte consisting of
iodide/triiodide in an organic solvent has been widely used, owing to their ability of fast hole
scavenging in comparison to other redox couples.48,

49

However, for QDSSC iodide/triiodide can

induce a big corrosion in QDs, which affects the stability of the cells. Exploiting solid-state hole
transporting materials, such as 2,2',7,7'-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9'-spirobifluorene
(spiro-OMeTAD)

50

has been proven an useful approach for QDSSCs. Generally, compared with ET

dynamics studied in QD/oxide interfaces, much less attention have been given to hole scavenging
processes and developing of new hole-conducting materials in the sensitized solar cells’ community.
Future works on these aspects will be important for the overall solar cell device optimizations.

1.2.3 Shockley-Queisser limit for QDSSCs
Considerable advance in enhancing the power conversion efficiency of QDSSC has been made in the
last 5 years, with record power conversion efficiency ~8.2% being reported recently.28 However, such
values are still much lower than that for dyes (~13% for DSSCs29) and bulk semiconductor solar cells
(Si with 26% power conversation efficiency, for instance). According to S-Q limit, for QDSSC the
maximum power conversion efficiency can be achievable for QDs with an absorption bandgap ~1.35
eV.10 As we discussed previously, the interfacial energetics (∆G) for triggering charge transfer are lost
with charge extraction, representing a thermal energy dissipation channel in the final devices with a
consequent drop in power conversion efficiency. By taking the ET energy loss contribution into
account, Giebink et.al. have recalculated the S-Q limit in the situation of excitonic solar cells
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properties, such as electronics structures52,

53

, optical properties54 and their chemical stability.24

Relevant to solar cell applications, uncoordinated atoms at QD surfaces can introduce high densities of
trap states, promoting recombination centers which are detrimental to efficient extraction of
photogenerated charges.55
Surface passivation of QDs is therefore of paramount importance and has been reported essential for
improving the photocurrent JSC and thus efficiencies of QDSSCs.56-58 Different passivation strategies
have been proposed and reported to cure the surface states in QDs. One of the most popular
approaches for passivating QDS is to grow a shell of wide band gap materials (such as ZnS as reported
by Guyot-Sionnest’s

59

and Bawendi’s group60). This results in notable improvement of QD

photoluminescence yield and long-term stability61-63. Nevertheless, QDSSC devices with this
passivation strategy showed only moderate efficiency (~5%)56-58, plausibly due to a thick tunneling
barrier for the hole extraction to electrolyte imposed by the inorganic capping. Alternatively, other
passivation approaches by capping QDs with atoms
inorganic ligands

67, 68

44, 64

, short organic ligands

57, 65, 66

and short

have recently attracted much research attention owing to simplicity of these

treatments, and tunable barriers for charge transfer. More importantly, the extra advantage for
exploiting atomic and organic/inorganic molecules for QD passivation lies in the power of synthetic
chemistry: a great variety of candidate materials with designed electronic structures can be
synthesized. Beyond the passivation effect, surface ligands can bring new functionality and provide
flexibility in design parameters, such as workfunction tuning via QD capping with molecular dipoles,
surface wetting and the tuning of dielectric environment etc. In chapters 3 and 4, the role of surface
chemistry (atomic passivation and molecular passivation) on ET dynamics and thus surface
passivation will be discussed.

1.3.2 Increasing the VOC by reducing thermal energy losses
1.3.2.1 Decreasing the ET energy loss at QD/oxide interfaces
As discussed in section 1.2, the dissociation of exciton confined in QDs into free electrons relies on
interfacial energy transfer. Such transfer is driven by the excess energy between the QD LUMO and
the bottom of the oxide CB (∆G in figure 1.5 (B)), establishing a new thermal energy loss channel
which limits the obtainable energy in the cell. In a state-of-the-art QDSSC with efficiencies up to 8.2
% as reported recently 28, alloyed QDs CdSexTe1–x with a bandgap of ~1.4 eV have been employed. In
the champion device, a VOC of 0.65 V has been obtained, indicating a serious thermal energy loss of
~0.75 eV in the devices. In order to prevent such a big voltage loss, an Ohmic contact should be
established between sensitizer and an oxide electrode, leading to ∆G 0. However, one should take
into account that the delicate charge kinetic balance of the system can be dramatically affected. A
reduced ∆G implies slower ET,31,

69

and then ultimately radiative relaxation within the QD could
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compete kinetically. This kinetic competition is at the core of the tradeoff between sensitized solar
cells showing low voltage and high current or vice versa.
1.3.2.1.1 Tuning the donor-acceptor coupling strength
In order to decrease the driving force ∆G for ET, other mechanisms and factors regarding ET need to
be explored. Besides ∆G,

31, 69, 70

the rate of interfacial ET has been reported to be governed by other

few factors, such us the donor-acceptor coupling strength,71-73 reorganization energy in the Marcus
theory framework30, 74, 75 (phonons and the dielectric environment) and temperature. Controlling the
length and nature of bridging molecules between QD and oxide is an extremely convenient and useful
means for varying the coupling strength in a systematic way. In both dye and QD sensitized oxide
systems, attempts on understanding the bridge length dependent interfacial ET rate have been
reported.71, 72, 76 There is certain consensus in these reports that the charge transfer rate through the
linking bridges decays exponentially with the donor-acceptor separation. However, there are also some
controversies regarding to reported ET rates in similar systems from different groups, spanning from
the sub-ps to the μs regime.69-72, 77 Additionally, for a given length of the molecule, the structure of the
backbone has been reported not to impact the ET rate,72 being in contrast to the observations that the
molecular nature has a big influence on the electron conductance and transfer through molecular wires. 78, 79 In
chapter 3, the role of the bridge molecule, both the length and the nature, on tuning the donor-acceptor coupling
strength will be investigated.

1.3.2.1.2 Tuning the donor-acceptor energetics
Another way to reduce the energy consumption during charge transfer is to achieve a tunable
interfacial energetics via control by synthetic chemistry. For a given size of the QD, energetics
modification to reduce ∆G can be achieved by either down-shifting QD energy levels or up-shifting
the oxide conduction band. For the latter case, doping has been reported as a useful means for
modifying the work function in the oxide electrode80, 81.
Recent research interests on exploiting organic small molecules for tuning the electronic structures of
QDs though mixing of the frontier orbitals at the QD–ligand interface, offer a convenient path for
controlling the QD energetics.

44, 52-54, 82, 83

Especially, the introduction of ligand dipole effects at QD

surfaces to modulate energy levels has resulted in the shift of energy levels up to ~1 eV in a controlled
manner.52 Such tuning of the energetics in QDs is extremely appealing for solar cell applications for
controlling the interfacial exciton dissociation efficiency by tuning interfacial energetics. Indeed a few
recent reports exploit dipole effect for improving the solar cell performance based on QDs.22, 84-86 It is
worth to comment that the dipole effects in principle can be also applicable for oxide surfaces.87, 88 In a
recent report from Sargent’s group,89 a new world record efficiency of ~10.7% in QD bulk junction
solar cells was achieved. This achievement was reached by tailoring the energy levels of the oxide
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substrate by a monolayer of self-assembled ligands to decrease the energy cost for charge splitting
thus increasing the voltage output in the devices. Given the availability and abundance of the ligand
molecules, it offers an indispensable and rich tool box for further optimizing interfacial energetics for
exciton dissociations in solar cell applications. In chapter 4, besides the passivation effect discussed in
section 1.3.1, the effect of dipole moments on energetics tuning and corresponding ultrafast ET
dynamics is investigated.

1.3.2.2 Exploiting the excess energy of hot carriers: for QDSSC efficiency beyond the S-Q limit
As discussed in the section 1.1, one major loss channel in the solar power conversion efficiency of
single absorber solar cells is the ultrafast cooling (~ps time scales) of hot carriers. Preventing cooling
processes governed by multi-phonon emission could, in principle, leads to efficiency gain for solar
energy conversion.90 Various strategies for overcoming the release of hot carrier excess energy as heat
have been proposed90-94 and will be discussed in the following sections. If realized, they can pave the
way towards solar cells with power conversion efficiencies exceeding the S-Q limit.
1.3.2.2.1 Hot carrier solar cells
Nozik et. al90 proposed that a direct extraction of carriers from hot states by selective contacts can
result in both high open circuit potentials (Eex+Eg as an example depicted in figure 7, vs. only Eg if
thermalization takes place efficiently before extracting hot carriers) and photocurrents in the so called
“hot carrier solar cells”. This would enable an energy conversion efficiency of 66% under 1 sun
illumination, a nearly 100% improvement vs. the Shockley-Queisser limit estimated for a single
absorber solar cell.90 Despite the potential of hot carrier solar cells, suitable cell designs allowing the
harvesting of hot carriers have remained elusive. One of the reasons relate with finding suitable
absorbers where carrier thermalization is inhabited. Once this is achieved, one should also consider
whether the efficient extraction of charges from hot states can take place.
In this respect, QDs with discrete energy states had been long considered as potential candidates for
hot carrier solar cells.92 In principle, carrier cooling rates in QDs can be decreased, as the energy
spacing for QD intraband transitions can be as large as several longitudinal optical (LO) phonon
energies, hence requiring emission of multiple phonons: a many-body process with very low
probability (so called phonon-bottleneck effect).95,

96

However, It was reported that the phonon-

bottleneck effect can be bypassed in QDs by Auger-like process regarding columbic interactions
between charges, resulting in a size dependent QD hot carrier relaxation in ultrafast time scales, ~ 0.52 ps between 1Pe-1Se states.97, 98 By engineering QD core-shell with type II band alignment, it has been
shown that electron-hole interactions can be reduced by exciton splitting, and then the bottleneck
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1.3.2.2.2 Multiexciton generation (MEG)
As an alternative approach to the hot carrier concept, the excess energy of the hot carriers can be
exploited for promoting a second (or more) electron(s) from the QD HOMO to the QD LUMO
orbitals, resulting in two (or more) excitons populating the QD per incident photon. This process is
called multiexciton generation (MEG, also referred as carrier multiplication);94 an sketch of the kinetic
processes involved in MEG are illustrated in figure 8(A). For energy conservation reasons, MEG can
only take place for phonons impinging the QD absorber with an excess energy at least twice of the
bandgap.
Observation of the MEG effect in QDs by ultrafast spectroscopy was first reported in 2004 in a PbSe
QDs94, and was verified by following reports in several different QD systems consisting of PbS,101
PbSe,102 PbTe,103, CdSe,104 Si,105 InAs,106 CuInSe2107 etc. These studies gained great research attention
in the photovoltaic community, because harvesting multiple excitons per absorbed photon can improve
the performance of solar energy conversion devices (e.g. solar cells and solar fuel devices). The main
gain here is the conversion of potential thermal losses into a gain in photocurrent (one photon, 2
electrons). The maximum theoretical efficiency of quantum dot solar cells exhibiting optimal MEG
can reach 42% (at one sun for an absorber with a bandgap of 0.7eV)93, 108: well above the ShockleyQueisser limit of 33%. However, the yield efficiency of the MEG process is a topic of intense debate:
early reports on the MEG efficiency showed extremely high quantum efficiencies up to 700% (1
photon, seven excitons)101, 104, 109-112, while many follow-up experiments have shown that the MEG
effect in QDs is quite moderate, and sometimes is very weak or even absent.110, 113-116. It has been
proposed that part of the large efficiency gain discrepancies stemmed from experimental pitfalls such
us photocharging and sample degradation.110, 117 On top of that debate, it is still controversial whether
the MEG efficiency is enhanced on not in QDs owing to confinement effects when compared with
their bulk counterpart phases.108, 110, 118, 119 Despite all these debates, the occurrence of MEG has been
unambiguously addressed and demonstrated on a device level.120-124 External quantum yields above
unity have been reached for wavelengths close or in the UV region of the solar spectrum in solar cells
(both bulk junction122, 123 and sensitized type121) and photodetectors120, demonstrating the relevance of
the MEG concept for optoelectronic applications.
The origin of the MEG effect in QDs has been theoretically addressed by atomistic pseudo-potential
calculations. These works concluded that a model of impact ionization (II) was capable to explain the
MEG effect in QDs.119, 125 In a simple picture, the generation yield of multiexcitons is controlled by a
competition between II and thermalization processes for the hot carriers. If MEG is effective, the
ultrafast harvesting of excitons is a request towards practical implementations. This aspect is a very
challenging task, as strong Coulomb interactions between multiple charges lead to a decay via an
ultrafast nonradioactive three-particle process called Auger recombination (a reverse version of MEG
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1.4 Outline of this thesis
In chapter 1 we present a general introduction to solar cells, and quantum dot sensitized solar cells
(QDSSCs). The theoretical power conversion efficiencies in both cases are analyzed, and strategies for
boosting power conversion efficiency in QDSSC are discussed. In chapter 2, the experimental setup
THz spectroscopy for monitoring ET dynamics in QD sensitized oxide is introduced. Material
synthesis and sample preparation for this study are described in details.
Our specific discussion on strategies for boosting power conversion efficiency in QDSSC is presented
in different chapters of this thesis. In chapter 3, and chapters 5-7 we focus on the concept of reducing
thermal energy losses in the QDs or in QD/oxide interfaces for enhancing solar cell’s open circuit
voltages (VOC); in chapter 4 and a small part of chapter 5 we discuss the role of surface chemistry on
interfacial QD/oxide electron transfer efficiency (related to improved short circuit currents, JSC, in the
devices).
More specifically:
In chapter 3 we have investigated the role of coupling strength on the ET rate at QD/oxide interfaces,
by tuning the length and nature of linkers between QD and oxide. This investigation was performed
for a given donor-acceptor energetics (e.g. for a given QD size). Ultrafast charge transfer can be
achieved by tuning interfacial chemistry. This approach may hold the potential to allow fast transfer
while paying little to none energy in the exciton interfacial dissociation (preventing thermal losses at
the electrode);
In chapter 4, we show that the passivation of QDs surface can be done by tuning their surface atomic
composition, e.g. by controlling deposition steps via successive ionic layer absorption and reaction
(SILAR) method. The origin the atomic passivation relates with fine tuning of QD stoichiometry. The
passivation effect is size-dependent, illustrating that traps in QDs are primarily at the surfaces as
discussed in this chapter;
Chapter 5 discusses a unique approach in this thesis, in the sense that, it involves potential gains in
both photocurrent and voltage with a single chemical treatment, by molecular capping at QD surfaces.
The impact in interfacial QD/oxide dynamics of capping the QDs with ligands defined by different
dipole moments is interrogated;
In chapter 6 and 7, hot electron transfer, and multiexciton generation and collection at the electrodes
are analyzed for QD/oxide systems. These approaches have the potential of power conversion
efficiency beyond S-Q limit are tested in sensitized system.
Chapter 6 explores multiexciton generation and dissociation processes at QD/oxide systems. We
demonstrate that capturing two 2 electrons from biexciton states in QDs can be realistic, and that the
competition between ET and Auger rates dictates the efficiency of the interfacial dissociation.
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Additionally, we will show that ultrafast hot electron transfer can effectively compete with the process
of MEG, leading to ~0% MEG quantum yield in the system;
Chapter 7 focuses on harvesting hot electrons. We show that, ultrafast sub-100fs hot electron transfer
can be achieved in QD/oxide systems, notably with unity quantum efficiency yield at room
temperature. The effect of excess energy and temperature on QD to oxide interfacial hot transfer
efficiency is interrogated;
Chapter 8 summarizes the results and main conclusions of this thesis.
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Experimental Technique and Sample Preparation

Understanding the dynamics of interfacial electron transfer in QD sensitized oxides is essential to
design and optimize QDSSCs. However, for monitoring charge flow at QD/oxide interfaces is a nontrivial task for the following reasons: (i) If one aim to measure conductance across a given interface,
metallic contacts are required: an aspect that is extremely challenging (if not impossible) when aiming
contacting nanostructures with sizes of few nanometers in diameter; (2) Nano-contacts could
dramatically modify the native properties of the semiconductor nanocrystals; (3) Conventional
electronics could be too slow to resolve events happening in ultrafast time scales1-3. For all these
reasons accessing information about the conductance across a nano-sized interfaces in a non-contact
fashion seems mandatory. These constrains can be circumvented by employing ultrafast THz
spectroscopy for monitoring interfacial electron transfer dynamics. This tool is able to resolve with
sub-ps resolution and in a non-contact fashion the pump induced conductivity of a system, and as
described in detail below, is perfectly suited to measure interfacial charge transfer processes in QD
sensitized oxides.
In this chapter, we will discuss briefly some experimental optical pump Terahertz probe (OPTP)
spectroscopy, the basics for THz generation and detection, and how to monitor and interpret the data
regarding the electron transfer dynamics at interfaces. Finally, we describe in some detail the
procedures for the preparation of the samples analyzed in this thesis e.g. QD synthesis, oxide
sensitization.

2.1 Introduction to Terahertz spectroscopy
Terahertz (THz) frequencies are located between the far-infrared and the microwave region in the
electromagnetic spectrum. The energy of the photons in the 0.1-30 THz region comprises energies
ranging between~0.4-123 meV. The interaction of THz light with materials offers a powerful
spectroscopic tool for investigating many fundamental aspects of matter including molecular rotations,
vibrations and particularly charge motion. Methods for the emission and detection of THz radiation
are well established up to date and exploited for time-resolved studies, in a pump-probe scheme,
allowing interrogating the photoconductivity of samples with sub-ps resolutions. There are several
good reviews in the literature summarizing the technical aspect and applications for THz
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w will only briefly intro
oduce the specific characcteristics of our
o setup
spectrosccopy4-6. In thhis chapter we
and meaasurements when
w
applied to our particcular sampless (QD sensitized oxides)..

2.1.1 Opptical pump terahertz
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pro
obe (OPTP) spectroscopyy: the setup
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Figure 2..1 Layout of an

The scheematic of thee THz spectrometer emplloyed in this work is show
wn in figuree 2.1. In our setup,
s
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ultrafast THz pulse with ~1 ps duration iss generated through
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optiical rectificaation (OR) of
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ond-order
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on crystal toogether with the laser
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pump at the same speed. When the latter condition is not fulfilled, THz wave fronts generated at
different time-space positions in the sample result in a deconstructive interference. At the same time,
the detection of THz pulses is also based on a nonlinear process called Pockels effect which also
occurs in a

crystal like ZnTe. The Pockels effect consists in the change of the refractive index of

the detection crystal induced by the THz electric field. The THz induced birefringence is linearly
proportional to the applied THz electric field. By time delaying an ultra-short optical pulse (sampling
beam) respect to the THz pulse, the THz field can be readily mapped out in the detection crystal in
time-domain. Additionally, for monitoring the dynamics of photo-excited carriers in the sample, a
pump pulse in the uv-vis range is employed for sample excitation.

2.1.2 Optical pump terahertz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy: the measurements on QD-sensitized oxide
Using optical pump-terahertz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy for monitoring ET at QD/oxide interfaces, is
based on exciting QD donors by a femtosecond optical laser pulse and subsequently probing the
induced transient terahertz (THz) wave absorption with sub-picosecond time resolution. This approach
has been proven to be a powerful tool for monitoring ET at the QD/oxide interface.8-10 The working
principle of OPTP, when applied to sensitized samples, is schematically shown in figure 2.2 (A) and
based on the fact that THz probe can only be absorbed by free electrons in the oxide CB for our
samples due to its low energy bandwidth (2 THz, is equivalent to 8 meV, well below intraband
transitions in the QDs). After visible pump photo-excitation of the QDs, if electrons have not been
transferred to the oxide (case I), the transmitted THz probe does not experience any absorption (the
THz signal before and after photo-excitation is identical); however, if electrons are transferred from
the QD to the oxide phase (case II), the THz probe is absorbed by the free electrons populating the
oxide conduction band (where they become mobile). The latter process can be traced with a
picosecond time resolution just by changing the time between sample excitation and detection (e.g. by
changing the pump-probe delay). More precisely, the photo induced transient THz absorption ΔE (E
represents the amplitude of the THz electric field) is related to the photo-induced real conductivity
ΔRe(σ) in the sample which can be obtained as following:
∗
∗

∗
∗

∗
∗

∗
∗

, Equation 2.1

in which n(t) is the electron density injected into oxides for a given time delay, e is the electron charge
and μ stands for the intrinsic mobility of electrons in the oxide CB and

as the possible mobility

modulation due to carrier-carrier interactions. By pumping QDs with fluences allowing in the low
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nteraction caan be neglectted and mobiility in the m
material can be
b treated
excitatioon range, carrrier-carrier in
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∗

∗

, or Δ

∗

∗

, Equatio
on 2.2
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he photo-induuced ΔE as a function off pump-probee delay timee, one can
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m them the eelectron tran
nsfer rate. Note
N
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O
measureements on QD
D-sensitized oxides; (B)
p probe delayy for case II (when ET
typical inncrease of thee real conducttivity componnent as a funcction of pump
occurs att the QD/oxidde interface); while the riise of the sig
gnal after pho
oto-excitationn time resolveed the ET
dynamicss from the QD to the oxid
de, the real cconductivity value
v
at the plateau
p
(whenn ET has end
ded) is an
indicationn of the process efficiency.

2.2 Sam
mple preparration prottocols
In this thhesis we havve followed 2 protocols ffor sensitizin
ng the mesop
porous oxide films by QD
Ds. based
on ex-sittu synthesis of colloidall QDs and thhen function
nalization off electrodes bby a anchoring via a
moleculaar linker. Thhe second is based on in--situ nucleattion of the do
ots onto oxidde phases (b
bridgeless
systems)).
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2.2.1 Preparation of metal oxide films
Commercial nanopowders of SnO2 (Aldrich, < 100 nm), TiO2 (Solaronix, Ti-Nanoxide) and ZnO
(99%, Alfa Aesar, 20-30 nm) were used in this thesis for preparing thin oxide films. Two different
kinds of substrates were employed: fused silica for optical pump-terahertz probe (OPTP)
measurements. Prior to their use, the fused silica substrates were sand-blasted in order to enhance the
adhesion of the films, this treatment do not affect THz transmission. The silica substrates were cleaned
with ethanol (30 min) and acetone (30 min) in an ultrasonic bath before any deposition of oxide layers.
Metal oxide films were deposited by doctor-blading aqueous slurry of the corresponding oxide over
the cleaned substrates. The slurry was prepared by grinding 1 g of the oxide, 2 mL of H2O, 30 μL of
acetylacetone (99+%, Aldrich) and 30 μL of Triton X-100 (Aldrich). The samples were dried in air
and sintered at 150 ºC (for 30 min) and 450 ºC (for 2 h) subsequently. The resulting films were
measured to be ~7 µm in thickness by profilometry.

2.2.2 Ex-situ QD sensitization (QD-bridge-oxide system)
In the protocol of QD-linker-oxide sensitization, the colloidal QDs have to be produced first by wetchemistry. For the CdSe QD used in the chapter 3, we have synthesized it by following the recipe from
Mekis et.al. 11 Briefly, two precursors were prepared in the glovebox by dissolving 0.474 g Se powder
(325 mesh) in 6 ml TOP (trioctylphosphine) and 0.36 g Cd(Ac)2 in 9 ml TOP, respectively. Then, 24g
TOPO (Trioctylphosphine oxide) was heated up to 180 °C in vacuum under periodic flushing with N2.
After cooling down to 100 °C, 15 g HDA (1-hexadecylamine) and 0.45 g TDPA (1tetradecylphosphonic acid) were added and dried at 120 °C in vacuum during 30 min under periodic
flushing with N2. The TOP-Se precursor was subsequently injected and the solution was heated to 300
°C with N2 protection. Under vigorous stirring, the TOP-Cd(Ac)2 precursor was injected to induce
nucleation of CdSe nanoparticles. During the growth at 280 °C aliquots were taken to monitor the
growth rate. After 550 s the reaction was stopped by cooling down the remaining reaction volume to
room temperature. At 55 °C 30 ml of toluene was injected to avoid solidification of the TOPO. The
obtained dispersion was purified by repeated washing with MeOH and precipitation of particles in a
centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 5 min. The wash process was repeated 3 times to get rid of extra capping
molecules absorbing on the QD surface. The final stock of particles was dispersed in toluene and
waiting for further usage.
For sensitization of oxides by QDs, the oxide films were firstly immersed for 12 h in a solution of 2 ml
of acetonitrile containing 0.2ml of targeted molecular bridges. Afterwards, the films were washed
thoroughly with acetonitrile and toluene to remove unbound bridges. As COOH groups are selectively
linked to oxide surfaces,12 the resulting bridge sensitized oxide surface is characterized by the presence
of free SH groups that act as anchoring points for the QDs. The sensitization of the oxide film by QDs
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mersing it in
i a suspennsion of Cd
dSe QDs in
n toluene foor 12 h. Ab
bsorption
is achieeved by imm
measurements (Figuure 2.3) evid
denced that QD quantum confinem
ment and QD
D size distribution is
ples (an exam
mple for CdS
Se QDs with ~3
~ nm diameeter).
preserveed on our sennsitized samp

black trace) aand when sensitizing a
Figure 2.3 Absorptionn spectrum for 3nm diametter CdSe QDss in toluene (b
m (bridge = 3-m
mercaptopropiionic acid – 3M
MPA)
mesoporoous SnO2 film

2.2.3 In--situ PbS QD
D sensitizatio
on by SILAR
R

D nucleation by SILAR process.
p
The QD stoichio
ometry can bee
Figure 22.4 Sketch illlustrating the steps for QD
controlledd (S- or Pb-ricch surfaces) by
b finishing Q
QD nucleation after immersiion in the sulffur (complete cycle) or leadd
(half cyclles) precursor solutions.
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PbS QD
Ds were directly grown on the mesooporous mettal oxides fillms by the ssuccesive io
onic layer
adsorptioon and reacttion (SILAR
R) method inn a glovebox with an O2 level low
wer than 5 pp
pm. This
procedurre involves the adsorption of the cationic prrecursor (Pb
b2+) on the oxide surfface and,
subsequeently, its reaaction with the anionic precursor (S
S2-) leading to the form
mation of Pb
bS on the
surface of the corresponding oxide
o
nanopparticles. Co
oncretely, as schematicaally shown in figure
wing PbS on SnO2 as an example),
e
thee samples weere (1) dippeed in a saturaated solution of 0.1 M
2.4(grow
Pb(NO3)2 (99+%, Alldrich) in meethanol (99.99 %, Scharlaau), (2) rinsed in pure meethanol, (3) inmersed
into a soolution 0.1 M Na2S (Aldrrich) in methhanol and, fiinally (4) rin
nsed in pure m
methanol. This set of
steps is called a SIL
LAR cycle. The films werre soaked in each solution
n for 1 min.
pectra were recorded usiing a Shimad
dzu UV-24001 with an in
ntegrating
UV-visibble diffuse reflectance sp
sphere uusing BaSO4 (Wako) as background. F
Figure 2.5 sh
hows the Kub
belka-Munk transformatiion of the
reflectannce spectra for
f SnO2 fillms on fusedd silica befo
ore and afterr being senssitized with different
number of SILAR cyycles. As thee number of cycles increaases, the entiire spectrum
m shifts towarrd the red
indicatinng that the naanocrystal sizze grows.

Figure 2.5 UV-vis difffuse reflectan
nce spectra (K
Kubelka-Munk
k transformation)for SnO22 films beforee and after
nt SILAR cyclles (Cn with n=1-6).
n
depositionn of PbS QDss with differen

2.2.4 Moolecular passsivation of PbS
P QDs
In the chharpter 5, wee will disucsss the effect oof ligands at QD surfacess on interfaccila ET dynam
mics. For
that, varrious moleccules have been
b
used aand the pro
ocedure is described
d
in the follow
wing. The
passivatiing of QDs is
i done by dipping sensittized film in
nto 0.1 M mo
olecular soluution (in metthonal) of
interesteed by 120 minnutes with sttering (300 rp
rpm). All molecules are perchased
p
froom Sigma Alldrich.
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O2 at SnO2 su
urfaves
2.2.5 Cooating of SiO
Coating of SiO2 at SnO
S 2 nanopaarticle has bbeen reported
d before.13 All
A coating pporesecure iss finished
inside gllovebox. In short, 0.15 M of silicon methoxide in
n dry methan
nol is used aas precursor solutions.
s
We thenn dip SnO2 porous
p
film in
nto the precuusor solution
n for 5 mins and baked ffor another 5 minute.
This proocedure is reppeated once for 2 layer oof coating. Eventually,
E
th
he coated film
m is transferrred to an
oven outt side of glovve box, and a sintering att 435 °C for 30
3 min is followed.

2.3 Diffferential analysis:
a
errror estim ation and reproducibility testss in ET effficiency
measurrements
An impoortant part off this thesis has
h been devvoted to correlate the ET efficacy andd device perfformance
in QDSS
SCs. For thatt, the magnittude of dynaamics has been compared
d with/withoout certain treeatments.
For makking the com
mparison staatistically m
meaningful, we
w have (1) put samplees into high
h vacuum
(1.4*10-44 mbar) duriing measureements to avvoid oxidatio
on; (2) The measuremennt reproducib
bility has
been testted by measuuring the varriation of signnal for a giveen sample at different pooints (5-10 po
oints). As
given ann example inn figure 2.6 for a 2 SIL
LAR cycle Pb
bS QDs on SnO2 beforee passivation
n, the ET
dynamiccs of 5 differrent points A-E
A (a schem
matic illustration shown in
n the inset) oof a pre-mark
ked spots
gives a m
mean squaree error of ~3%. The varriation of sig
gnal at plateeau ranges frrom 3 and 10% from
sample tto sample (deepending on the smoothnness of the ox
xide film), which
w
is statisstically much smaller
than the relatively chhange of ET efficiency affter moleculaar passivation
n (~50% -1220% increasee)

Figure 2.6 The reprodducibility test of ET dynam
mics on 2 SILA
AR cycle PbS
S QDs on SnO
O2. The inset illustrates
i
how
w
on of signal byy keeping measuring at 5 different pointss of the same spot.
we measuure and estimaate the variatio
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Chapter 3

Tuning Electron Transfer Rates through Molecular Bridges in
Quantum Dot Sensitized Oxides*

Photo-induced electron transfer processes from semiconductor quantum dots molecularly bridged
to a mesoporous oxide phase are quantitatively surveyed using optical pump-THz probe
spectroscopy. We control electron transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems by tuning the
electronic coupling strength through the use of n-methylene (SH-[CH2]n-COOH) and n-phenylene
(SH-[C6H4]n-COOH) molecular bridges. Our results show that electron transfer occurs as a non
resonant quantum tunneling process with characteristic decay rates of βn = 0.94 ± 0.08 and βn =
1.25 per methylene and phenylene group respectively; in quantitative agreement with reported
conductance measurements through single molecules and self-assembled monolayers. For a given
QD donor-oxide acceptor separation distance, the aromatic n-phenylene based bridges allow faster
electron transfer processes when compared with n-methylene based ones. Implications of these
results for QD sensitized solar cell design are discussed.

3.1 Introduction
While metal oxides constitute robust and relatively cheap semiconductor materials that are finding
increasing applications in optoelectronics, their band gaps are typically prohibitively wide for the
generation of electron-hole pairs through the absorption of visible light. Several approaches have been
developed to circumvent this drawback. Specifically, the sensitization of mesoporous oxides by
semiconductor quantum dot (QD) nanocrystals represents a promising route for the development of
low cost solutions for energy production (i.e. in QD sensitized solar cells1-3) and storage (i.e. in
photocatalyst for water splitting4, 5). In a common approach for the sensitization of mesoporous oxide
films with QDs, bi-functional molecular linkers are employed, for which each end of the molecule
selectively anchors to the donor and acceptor, respectively6-9. This configuration has been termed a
* Adapted with permission from (Nano Letters, 2013, 13 (11), pp 5311–5315). Copyright (2013)
American Chemical Society.
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poses a barrier potentiall (φ) that has
h to be
donor-brridge-acceptoor system10, where the bridge imp
overcom
me in order foor electron trransfer (ET) to occur (seee figure 3.1)). The barrierr potential height
h
is a
direct m
measure of thhe donor-accceptor electrronic couplin
ng strength, and the ET
T rate is exp
pected to
decreasee exponentiallly with both
h barrier heigght and bridg
ge length10. Despite
D
the ap
apparent relev
vance for
moleculaarly engineeered novel an
nd more effficient quantu
um dot-senssitized system
ms, little quantitative
informattion exists reegarding the role of the m
molecular briidge on the ET
E process. E
dies have
Existing stud
7-9
shown tthat the natuure of the molecular
m
bbridge affectts the ET processes
p
bbut are larg
gely of a

qualitativve nature. This
T
lack in our knowleedge has beeen attributed
d to the challlenge of qu
uantifying
ultrafast electron traansfer processses in a nonn-contact fasshion in thesse a priori hhighly hetero
ogeneous
systems110, 11.

Figure 33.1 Principle of
o operation for
f time resollved THz pho
otoconductivitty measuremeents and sketcch of the
energetics of the QD-bbridge-oxide system; After sselective abso
orption of a femtosecond opptical pump pu
ulse (red)
by the QD
D, electron traansfer through
h the moleculaar bridge to th
he oxide can occur
o
(dashed arrow). Free electrons
(e-) popuulating the oxxide conductiion band (CB
B) can be selectively prob
bed through their photoco
onductive
response by a freely prropagating TH
Hz pulse (orannge). The exceess energy ∆G
G of electrons iin the QD exccited state
nd (i.e. the drriving force fo
or electron traansfer) triggerrs the electron
n transfer
relative too the oxide coonduction ban
through a barrier potenntial of height φ and width d defined by the
t lowest uno
occupied moleecular orbital (LUMO)
level of thhe molecular bridge.
b

3.2 Metthods and Materials
M
In previous work, we
w have dem
monstrated thhe unique po
otential of optical
o
pumpp THz probee (OPTP)
measurements for innterrogating ET processees on QD seensitized oxid
de films12, 133. The streng
gth of the
techniquue relies on its
i ability to measure thee complex (rreal and imaaginary) phootoconductiviity of the
1
sample aafter optical excitation with
w sub-picoosecond timee resolution14
. As long aas charge caarriers are

confinedd within the QDs, the pu
ump-inducedd real photo
oconductivity
y is zero; as soon as charges are
transferrred to the oxxide, the carrriers are freee to move and the reall conductivitty becomes finite. A
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gradual increase in the real conductivity with time after photo-excitation therefore directly and
unambiguously reflects the ET processes taking place from the QD to the oxide. However, we have
reported previously12, 13 that there is an additional, instantaneous contribution to the real conductivity
upon photo-excitation due to free carriers populating QD aggregates. Here, we show how deliberate
photo-oxidation of the sample allows us to separate out this parasitic signal to obtain pure ET kinetics.
As an example of the methodology, we show in figure 3.2 the characteristic photo-oxidation OPTP
dynamics for a sample consisting of ~3nm diameter CdSe QDs sensitizing a mesoporous SnO2 film by
4-mercaptobutyric acid (HS-[CH2]3-COOH). A detailed description of the sample preparation is given
in chapter 2 sample preparation part. The solid black trace in figure 3.2 is the time resolved real
conductivity signal for a sample preserved from photo-oxidation (prepared and measured under
nitrogen environment). The real conductivity response of the sample is characterized by an
instantaneous rise of the conductivity at time zero (attributed to photoconductivity within QD
aggregates12,

13

) followed by a fast decay (due to trapping or recombination within those QD

aggregates) and a picosecond timescale rise of the conductivity. Note that only the slow rise of the real
conductivity signal (indicating an increasing population of free carriers in the oxide) is related to the
ET process of interest.
Photo-oxidation of the sample is achieved by exposing the sample to air under identical optical
excitation conditions (in this case 12 hours with 400 nm pulses at 1 kHz at a fluence of 40 μJ/cm2,
dotted black trace in figure 3.2). Photo-oxidation of QDs causes quenching of QD luminescence15, 16,
as a result of the generation of electron traps in the QD surface. The generation of these traps also can
prevent ET from QDs to the oxide phase13, 17, which is apparent in our measurements from the
disappearance of the time-dependent ingrowth of the photoconductivity upon photo-oxidation (figure
3.2, dotted line). The instantaneous signal due to aggregated QDs remains, being a bulk signal that is
less sensitive to the state of QDs at the surface of these aggregates. Hence, by comparing
photoconductivity dynamics in the pristine sample with that in a photo-oxidized sample, for which ET
is strongly suppressed, we can resolve unambiguously the ET component of interest. The green trace
in figure 3.2 is obtained by subtracting OPTP traces with different degree of oxidation (solid and
dotted black traces in figure 3.2). The resulting dynamics can be well described by a single
exponential function allowing for straightforward quantification of ET from the QD to the oxide. In
Appendix 3.5.1 attached to this chapter (see figure 3.6), we show that our methodology give very good
sample to sample reproducibility.
Two important observations must be made here: (i) The inferred kinetics are independent of the degree
of photo-oxidation for the two comparative measurements; (ii) while the parasitic signal can vary
strongly between different samples, or even different spots on the same sample, our photo-oxidation
protocol gives reproducible ET kinetics from sets of samples made with the same recipe. It is
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t
monoph
hasic kineticss describe our measurem
ments extrem
mely well. Th
his result
remarkabble to note that
implies tthat, followinng Marcus th
heory18, mostt of our QD sensitizers experience sim
milar energeetics (∆G)
and donnor-acceptor electronic coupling
c
streengths (|HDAA|2), challeng
ging the a ppriori intuitio
on of ET
heterogeeneity for mesoporous
m
systems.
s
A ddetailed analysis of the degree of E
ET heterogeeneity for
differentt mesoporouss oxides is in
n progress annd will be rep
ported elsewhere.

Figure 3.2 Characterisstic evolution
n of the pump induced phottoconductivity
y dynamics m
monitored by OPTP
O
on
CdSe QD
Ds sensitizing SnO2 conneccted by a HS--[CH2]3-COO
OH bridge, forr the un-oxidiz
ized sample (ttop black
trace) andd after 12 houurs exposure to
o air and 400 nnm radiation (photo-oxidati
(
ion process, bblack dotted trace). The
green traace at the botttom is the difference betw
ween the two
o traces experriencing diffeerent degree of
o photooxidationn and providees the kineticss of the real E
ET process. The
T black sollid line is thee correspondin
ng single
exponenttial fit.

3.3 Results and Diiscussions
In orderr to study hoow the naturre and lengthh of the molecular bridg
ge between Q
QD donor and
a oxide
T rates, we investigate bbridges baseed on n-metthylene (HSS-[CH2]n-COO
OH, n =
acceptorr affects ET
1,3,5,7) and n-phenyylene (HS-[C
C6H4]n-COOH
H; n = 1,2) backbones. The bridges form the co
onnection
between ~3nm diam
meter CdSe QDs
Q and SnO
O2 nanoparticlles, correspo
onding to a fi
fixed driving force for
G~1.1eV18, 19. Figure 3.3 a and b deppict the obtained ET kineetics for the ttwo types off analyzed
ET of ΔG
moleculees; in both cases
c
a slow--down of thee ET rate wiith increasing bridge lenngth is apparrent. Also
here, thee ET kineticss can be described very well by sing
gle exponential functionss (black solid
d lines in
figure 3..3 (a) and (b))). Table 1 su
ummarizes thhe extracted ET rates forr all moleculaar bridges co
onsidered
in this sttudy, and the lengths off the correspoonding gas-p
phase molecu
ules as obtaiined through
h densityfunctionnal theory (D
DFT) calculattions. The kiinetics of eaach sample was
w monitoreed within su
ufficiently
me windows to allow reso
olving the siignal plateau
u (indicating that the ET process is co
omplete).
large tim
Only forr the two larggest n-methy
ylene based bbridges our experimental
e
w (0-1100 ps, limited
time window
by the leength of thee optical delay line) wass insufficient to clearly resolve the plateau in th
he OPTP
traces (seee figure 3.33a), increasin
ng the uncerttainty in the inferred valu
ue for the ET
T rate (table 1).
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Figure 3.3 ET kineticss between ~3n
nm CdSe QDss and SnO2 th
hrough (a) n-m
methylene baseed bridges (HS–[CH2]nwith n=1,3,5,77) and (b) n-ph
henylene baseed bridges (HS–[C6H4]n-CO
OOH, with n==1,2). Black lines depict
COOH, w
single expponential fits.

Bridge
HS-[X]n-COOH

Molecular
(Å)

lenggth

ET tim
me τET (ps)

Rate coonstant kET (s-1)

[CH2]1

4.0

31

3.33·10011

[CH2]3

6.5

25  2

4.00·10010

[CH2]5

9.0

225  5

4.44·1009

[CH2]7

11.5

758  10
1

1.32·1009

[C6H4]1

6.7

21

5.00·10011

[C6H4]2

11.0

72

1.42·10011

Table 1 Q
QD/oxide ET times and rattes extracted ffrom fitting prrocedures for all molecularr bridges conssidered in
this studyy and lengths of
o the corresponding gas-phhase moleculees obtained thrrough DFT caalculations.

Figure 33.4 shows the evolution of ET rates as a functio
on of nominaal length forr bridges bassed on nmethylenne (HS-[CH
H2]n- COOH
H, n = 1,3,,5,7) and n-phenylene
n
(HS-[C6H4] n-COOH; n = 1,2)
backbonnes. In the caase of n-meth
hylene basedd molecules, the ET rate decays expoonentially wiith bridge
length. IIndeed, as shhown in figu
ure 3.4 (blackk solid line),, the data is well describbed as a non-resonant
coherentt tunneling process (w
where the eelectron nev
ver resides on the briidge; the so
s called
superexcchange mechhanism10, 20) which preddicts kET(d) = kET(0)·exp
p[-β·d], wheere d is the distance
between donor and acceptor stattes, kET(0) thhe ET rate at
a d = 0 and β is the chaaracteristic tu
unnelling
decay raate for a givven barrier potential (seee figure 3.1). While the size of the n-phenylenee data set
leaves rooom for the possibility
p
of ET being ddominated by
y other mech
hanisms (e.gg. electron ho
opping10),
we assum
me here thatt the charge transfer throough the n-p
phenylene based bridgess is also med
diated by
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g (red solid liine in figure 3.4), in agreeement with rreported con
nductance
non-resoonant coherennt tunnelling
measurements21, 22. We
W obtain fo
or the n-phennylene bridgees a tunnelling decay ratte of βn= 0.2
29 Å-1 (or
ylene group) while for thee n-methylen
ne bridges βnn = 0.75 ± 0.0
06 Å-1 (or
equivaleently βn = 1.225 per pheny
βn = 0.994 ± 0.08 peer methylene group). Wiithin the sup
perexchange model, the ttunnelling decay rate
takes thee form β=-(2//a)·ln(Hob/∆E
Ebb); where H ob is the intternal couplin
ng energy beetween bridg
ge units, a
is the brridge-unit leength, and ∆Ebb is the ennergy of thee mediating tunnelling sttate above the
t donor
ground sstate. Accorddingly, smalll barrier heiights and/or strong bridge unit couppling lead to
o small β
coefficieents and largge conductan
nce in the doonor-bridge-aacceptor systtem. As show
wn in figuree 3.5, our
theoreticcal calculatioons illustratee the origin of the largee difference in inferred ββ’s: the n-m
methylene
bridges are characteerized by hig
ghest occup ied (HOMO
O) and lowesst unoccupieed molecularr orbitals
UMO gap and
d LUMO
(LUMO)) strongly loocalized to eiither end of the bridge, with a large HOMO-LU
level verry close to the
t ionizatio
on threshold.. The higherr-lying virtuaal orbitals loocated on th
he central
moiety aare similarly weakly coup
pled. In conttrast to the n-methylene
n
bridge,
b
the ffrontier orbittals in the
n-phenyllene molecuule delocalizee across the entire moleccule, with bo
oth HOMO and LUMO showing
significaant weight at
a both end
ds, and a siignificantly lower lying
g LUMO levvel. This qualitative
differencce holds truee for all linkeers employedd in this study
y independen
nt of their lenngth.

Figure 3.4 Estimated ET rate consttants vs moleccular bridge leength for n-m
methylene baseed bridges (HS–[CH2]nCOOH, w
with n=1,3,5,7; black dotts) and n-pheenylene based
d bridges (H
HS–[C6H4]n-CO
OOH, with n=1,2;
n
red
squares). Solid lines arre best fits to kET(d) = kET(0))·exp[-β·d] as discussed in the
t text.

Finally, it is worth noting
n
that our
o obtained β figures ag
gree quantitaatively with values reporrted from
conductaance measurrements thro
ough single m
molecules21, 23 and self-assembled m
monolayers222, 24. This
agreemeent strongly supports ourr results (annd methodolo
ogy) and ind
dicates that conductancee and ET
rates arre indeed closely
c
corrrelated as theoretically
y predicted by Nitzann25. In con
nductance
measurements the current
c
is measured
m
whhile varying the DC biaas, resulting in J-V currves. The
equivaleent of varyinng bias for ET
E measurem
ments is chaanging QD size6, 13, 18, w
which controlls the ET
driving fforce ∆G (seee figure 3.1)). Note that β values havee been shown
n to be practtically indepeendent of
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nce measurem
ments23, con
nsistent with the notion tthat in the ex
xpression
DC bias in moleculaar conductan
t prefactorr kET(0).
for ET raates kET(d) = kET(0)·exp[--β·d], ∆G co--determines the

Figure 33.5 Energetic and spatial distribution
d
oof the frontierr orbitals of HS–[CH2]7-C
COOH (left) and HS–
[C6H4]2-C
COOH (right) molecules, caalculated using
ng DFT.

3.4 Sum
mmary
In this w
work we have contributed
d to clarifyinng how ET processes
p
aree influencedd and can be tuned by
moleculaar bridges off different nature and lenngth anchoriing QDs to oxide
o
nanopparticles on sensitized
s
systems.. For the studdied sampless, we find thhat the molecular bridges sandwiched
ed between QD
Q donor
and oxidde acceptor act as simp
ple resistors to current flow.
f
Similar results havve been rep
ported for
studies oof the tunneliing decay ratte through ann inorganic barrier
b
layer (the shell of a core-shell QD)26, 27.
Our finddings have im
mplications for
f the designn of QD senssitized solar cells. In thesse architectu
ures small
donor-accceptor enerrgetics (driv
ving forces ∆G, see fig
gure 3.1) arre desired tto enhance potential
photoconnversion effiiciencies28. However,
H
sm
mall driving forces
fo
necessarily imply sslow ET ratees13, 18 and
then com
mpeting relaxxation proceesses within the QDs can
n quench thee output phootocurrent in
n devices.
The empployment off more cond
ductive moleecular bridg
ges (e.g. pheenylene vs m
methylene ones)
o
can
counterbbalance kinettically that efffect and hennce improved
d solar cell efficiencies
e
aare in princip
ple within
reach. Inn a complete sensitized solar cell bassed on a molecular bridge imposing tthe barrier fo
or current
flow bettween donorr and acceptor, we exppect that thee presence of
o a hole coonducting ph
hase (e.g.
electrolyyte solution) will likely afffect ET ratees but not thee ET (tunnellling) mechannism.
Integratiing the conccepts of mo
olecular elecctronics into
o QDSSCs could furtheer help us choosing
functionnal bridges allowing faast unidirecttional ET from
fr
donor to acceptorr. For exam
mple, the
ment of mollecular bridg
ges showing rectifying behavior
b
bettween donorr and accepttor could
employm
potentiallly prevent back
b
electron
n recombinatiion from the oxide to the electrolyte oor/and from the oxide
to the QD
Ds. These reecombination
n pathways aare indeed criitical for the solar cell peerformance3, and their
suppresssion will resuult in higher photocurrennts and hence efficienciees. Finally, inn this work we
w prove
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m energetics (∆G in figuure 3.1) ET rates in QD sensitized ssystems can be tuned
that for given system
o magnitudee by appropriiate system design.
d
over sevveral orders of

3.5 App
pendix
3.5.1 Ph
hoto oxidatioon protocol – sample to ssample repro
oducibility
As discuussed in thee paper, by deliberate pphoto-oxidatiion of the samples
s
we claim to bee able to
differenttiate betweenn the pure ET
E componennt on our OPTP traces and
a contribuuting parasitiic signals
(e.g. recombination processes
p
in
n QD aggreg ates). To check the valid
dity of our aapproach and
d rule out
ored sample’’s preparatioon history, we
w applied
changes in the obtainned kinetics dependent oon the monito
p
on sets of sampples made un
nder the samee recipe. An example is shown in
the photoo-oxidation protocol
figure 3.6; while the OPTP kin
netics resolveed before ph
hoto-oxidatio
on can be cclearly differrent from
A) plot’s soliid red and bllue traces), tthis is only due
d to the
sample tto sample (e..g. compare figure 3.6 (A
fact thatt parasitic siggnals can vaary strongly among them
m, or even am
mong differeent spots on the same
owing our phhoto-oxidatio
on protocol (in
( this case 12 hours witth 400nm
sample. In figure 3.66 (B), by follo
4 μJ/cm2) w
we were ablee to resolve nearly identiical ET kineetics from
pulses att 1 kHz at a fluence of 40
sets of ssamples madde with the same recipe ((in this case,, CdSe QDs sensitizing SnO2 conneccted by a
HS-[CH2]3-COOH molecule).
m
In
n this respecct, fittings to
t single exp
ponential funnctions gavee us also
comparaable ET ratess (25.3 ±1ps) within our eexperimentall noise.

Figure 33.6 (A) Charracteristic resp
ponse of thee pump inducced photoconductivity dynnamics for 3 samples
consistingg of CdSe QD
Ds sensitizing
g SnO2 conneected by a HS
S-[CH2]3-COO
OH bridges beefore (solid liines) and
after (dottted lines) 12hh of photo-oxiidation. (B) S
Subtracted kin
netics and fittings to single exponential functions.
f
As statedd in the text, thhe obtained ET
T rates are ideentical within experimental error.
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Chapter 4

Interplay

between

Structure,

Stoichiometry

and

Electron

Transfer Dynamics in SILAR-based Quantum Dot-Sensitized
Oxides

We quantify the rate and efficiency of picosecond electron transfer (ET) from PbS nanocrystals,
grown by successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR), into a mesoporous SnO2 support.
Successive SILAR deposition steps allow for stoichiometry- and size-variation of the QDs,
characterized using transmission electron microscopy. Whereas for sulfur-rich (p-type) QD
surfaces substantial electron trapping at the QD surface occurs, for lead-rich (n-type) QD surfaces,
the QD trapping channel is suppressed and the ET efficiency is boosted. The ET efficiency increase
achieved by lead-rich QD surfaces is found to be QD-size dependent, increasing linearly with QD
surface area. ET rates, on the other hand, are found to be independent of both QD size and surface
stoichiometry, suggesting that the donor-acceptor energetics (constituting the driving force for ET)
are fixed, due to Fermi level pinning at the QD/oxide interface. Implications of our results for QDsensitized solar cell design are discussed.

4.1 Introduction
The sensitization of wide bandgap oxides by quantum dots (QDs) represents a promising route for the
development of low-cost solar energy conversion devices (e.g. photovoltaics1-6 and photocatalysis7).
The QD synthesis can be performed either ex situ, i.e. colloidal dots are prepared and then directly
adsorbed on or molecularly linked to the oxide,2 or in situ, with nanocrystals directly nucleated and
grown onto the oxide matrix,6,

8, 9

for example through chemical bath deposition (CBD)10,

successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR).

6, 8, 12, 13

11

or

The ex-situ approach provides a path

for obtaining highly monodisperse QDs, but commonly suffers from the formation of QD aggregates
* Adapted with permission from (Nano Letters., 2014, 14 (10), pp 5780–5786). Copyright (2014)
American Chemical Society.
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and/or limited QD surface coverage (constrained by oxide pore size). Electronically, the QD capping
shell and/or the molecular bridges linking the QDs to the oxide can act as an insulating barrier to
electron transfer; for aromatic and aliphatic molecular bridges, charge transfer has been shown to
proceed via coherent tunneling, slowing down with increasing bridge length.14 On the other hand, insitu QD sensitization potentially enables hetero-epitaxial growth which allows morphologically welldefined QD donors,15-18 and can offer larger QD surface coverage in mesoporous oxide architectures
compared to the ex-situ approaches. Moreover, the intimate QD/oxide contact is expected to provide
the strongest achievable electronic coupling for a given donor/acceptor system. This particular
property could enable ultrafast and efficient QD-to-oxide ET processes at little to no energy cost,
allowing to reach the ultimate theoretical ~30% Shockley-Queisser limit for photon-to-electron energy
conversion in sensitized systems.19
Previous reports on in-situ nucleated QDs have, however, suggested wide QD size distributions and a
lack of control over the nanocrystal morphology.17 This has been primarily concluded from the
featureless QD absorbance, which can also be an intrinsic manifestation of the strong donor-acceptor
electronic wavefunction overlap.20, 21 Among the existing in-situ methodologies, the SILAR method
allows low-temperature-solution-processed epitaxial thin film growth22,

23

and SILAR-based QD-

sensitized solar cells with efficiencies exceeding 5% have been reported.5,

6

The strengths of the

SILAR approach to grow QDs on metal oxides lie in the fact that (i) the size of the QD can be
controlled, to some extent, by the number of deposition cycles;24,

25

and (ii) the QD surface

26

stoichiometry can be easily tuned , opening new possibilities for QD doping27-30 and providing a path
for atomically passivated dots31, 32. Additionally, highly monodisperse core/shell colloidal QDs can be
obtained when this sensitization methodology is applied.32 Despite the apparent potential of this
approach, several important questions concerning SILAR-based QD-sensitized oxides remain open;
clear correlations between chemical synthesis, QD structure and stoichiometry, donor-acceptor charge
transfer dynamics and their impact on device performance are lacking.
Here, we investigate the interplay between QD structure, stoichiometry, and electron transfer rate and
efficiency in SILAR-based PbS QD-sensitized tin oxides as a function of SILAR deposition steps.
TEM analysis indicates that the size of PbS QDs is controlled through sequential epitaxial deposition
steps, as is the stoichiometry. Optical pump-THz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy reveals electron transfer
(ET) rates independent of QD size and surface chemistry, indicative of Fermi level pinning at the
QD/oxide interface. In contrast to the ET rate, the ET efficiency from PbS QDs directly nucleated onto
a mesoporous oxide is very sensitive to the QD surface composition, being substantially enhanced for
lead-rich surfaces. Finally, we correlate our OPTP photoconductivity measurements with photocurrent
generation in QD-sensitized solar cells (QDSSCs), highlighting the relevance of our observations for
solar cell design.
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4.2 Methods and Materials
We characterize ET processes on QD-sensitized oxides using OPTP spectroscopy14, 33-36 with subpicosecond time resolution. Owing to its low photon energy, terahertz radiation is insensitive to optical
transitions in QDs35; however, because the THz probe is absorbed by mobile carriers populating the
oxide conduction band, the photo-induced THz absorption is directly related to the photoconductivity
of the sample. Hence, following optical excitation of the QD, the time-dependent pump-induced
absorption of the THz probe in a QD-sensitized system can be directly correlated with ET from the
QDs to the oxide.14,

33, 34

Note that as discussed in chapter 2, not only the ET rate but also the

efficiency of the ET process can be obtained from OPTP measurements, through the amplitude of the
photo-induced THz absorption.
Sensitization of a mesoporous SnO2 matrix with PbS QDs was achieved by alternatively dipping the
oxide film (up to 6 times) into beakers containing a (i) MeOH-based Pb(NO3)2 solution – providing
the Pb2+ cations, (ii) pure MeOH solvent to remove the excess of unbound cations, (iii) MeOH-based
Na2S solution – providing the S2- anions, and (iv) pure MeOH solvent to remove the excess of
unbound anions. Steps (i) through (iv) are termed as one SILAR cycle, and denoted here as Cn, n ≥ 1.
Analogously, we define here half cycle as the same routine terminated after step (ii) (a scheme of
SILAR method is given in chapter 2, sample preparation section). Note that half-cycle samples (Cn.5,
n ≥ 1) are characterized by a Pb-rich surface while samples grown with a completed cycle (Cn, n ≥ 1)
are S-rich. To avoid QD photo-oxidation, sample preparation and measurements were realized under
N2 conditions.

4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 TEM characterization: QD growth mechanism.
Before reporting how QD stoichiometry affects electron transfer rate and efficiency, we characterize
the SILAR-grown nanocrystal morphologies. The characteristic red-shift of the absorption threshold of
SILAR-based QD-sensitized oxides vs. the number of SILAR cycles24, 25 is a manifestation of a sizedependent confinement effect (see figure 2.5 in chapter 2). In order to accurately correlate QD
structure and ET dynamics we performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on our samples;
representative images for PbS QDs on a SnO2 mesoporous support for samples C1, C3 and C6 are
shown in figure 4.1(A-C). The TEM images reveal that QDs are uniformly distributed on the oxide
surfaces, and do not show preferential nucleation on particular SnO2 facets (larger area and higher
resolution images are provided in figure 4.6 in Appendix). From TEM image statistical analysis, a
saturation of PbS QD base diameter (2r) is apparent for samples beyond 3 SILAR cycles (see figure
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4.1(D)). The saturation in QD base diameter is followed by a significant change in QD height (as
resolved by monitoring QD aspect ratios (h/r), as a function of the number of SILAR cycles, see figure
4.1(E)). A similar qualitative change in aspect ratios was reported before for SILAR-based CdSe QDs
onto TiO2 and ZnO surfaces.12, 37 In parallel with the saturation of the QD base diameter (from C3 and
onwards), we observe the emergence of QD aggregates (PbS bulky phases, see TEM images in figure
4.6 (D) and (F) in the Appendix 4.5.1). The emergence of polycrystalline PbS phases after the QDs
saturate in base diameter is consistent with the appearance of an ultrafast component in the ET
dynamics for samples beyond C4, due to direct photogeneration and recombination of free carriers
within the bulky QD clusters. Similar behavior has previously been observed for samples sensitized
with colloidal QDs.14,

33, 34

Furthermore, the emergence of an ultrafast component on the OPTP

dynamics is accompanied in our samples by a decrease in the ET efficiency (as apparent from the
reduced THz response at long times – see figure 4.7 (A) in the Appendix 4.5.2), indicating that the
PbS bulky patches are strong photon absorbers but are not substantially contributing to the overall
photocurrent in the samples. This scenario agrees well with previous observations that QDSSCs
typically exhibit an increase in photocurrent followed by a decrease, as a function of the number of
SILAR cycles.24, 25 The correlation between nanostructure and ET dynamics stresses the importance of
preventing the transition from isolated QD growth to polycrystalline thin film growth in sensitized
architectures. For an optimum device performance, high surface densities of isolated QDs without
aggregate formation are required.
Heteroepitaxial QD/oxide growth by different solution-processing methods has recently been
discussed in a review;15 concerning the SILAR method, to the best of our knowledge, only one report
resolved the epitaxial growth of crystalline PbS QDs nucleated onto anatase TiO2 surfaces by TEM.25
As shown in figure 4.1(F), for our samples we have also been able to resolve crystalline PbS QDs
epitaxially grown onto rutile SnO2 surfaces. Our deposition recipe results in [111] faceted PbS dots
with near-unity aspect ratio. These observations, together with the characteristic change in QD aspect
ratio as a function of deposited material, indicate that epitaxial growth (triggered by QD/oxide lattice
mismatch) most likely governs the nucleation of nanocrystals in our SILAR based samples. Note that
in hetero-epitaxial Volmer-Weber growth mode an increasing aspect ratio as a function of the amount
of deposited material has been predicted theoretically38 and resolved experimentally39. Based on this
analogy, we propose a simple model for the growth kinetics as sketched in figure 4.1(G). Our semiempirical model considers spherical cap-shaped QDs assuming that SILAR deposition steps change
the height of the QDs linearly and that the QD growth is self-limiting when h/r aspect ratios approach
unity (half-sphere shaped QDs). Taking only the empirically measured saturated QD diameter radius
as input (R = r ~ 2.9 nm for C6), such a simple growth model is able to describe remarkably well the
QD diameters (2r) and aspect ratios (r/h) obtained from our statistical treatment on TEM
characterization (see dashed lines in figures 4.1 (D-E)).
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Figure 4..1 (A-C) charaacteristic TEM
M images for S
SnO2 sampless sensitized wiith 1, 3, and 6 SILAR cyclees (C1, C3
and C6, rrespectively); (D) histograams of QD baase diameters (2r) as a funcction of SILAR
AR cycles (verrtical bars)
and results of the semii-empirical nu
ucleation modeel (dashed verrtical lines) sh
hown in panell (G); (E) histtograms of
with the semi--empirical nuccleation modeel (dashed verttical lines)
QD aspecct ratios (vertiical bars) and comparison w
shown inn panel (G). (F)
( [111] faceted epitaxiall PbS QD ressolved by TE
EM at the SnnO2 edge; (G) proposed
nucleationn mechanism
m (“epitaxial model”)
m
for sp
spherical cap--shaped QDs sensitizing a mesoporous oxide by
SILAR m
method (h and r denotes QD
D height and bbase radius, R refers to the saturated QD
D radius when h/r aspect
ratio is unnity).

4.3.2 Dep
ependence off ET rates on
n QD size an
nd stoichiom
metry.
Once thee QD size dependence
d
on
o the numbber of SILAR
R cycles hass been resolvved and mod
deled, we
analyze tthe ET rates. Figure 4.2((A) shows thhe normalized
d pump-indu
uced real partt of the comp
plex THz
photoconnductivity (R
Re(σ)) for sam
mples C1, C
C2 and C3. The
T rise of th
he signal afteer photoexcittation is a
direct m
manifestation of ET from the QD donnor to the ox
xide acceptorr, as the condductivity of electrons
(and holles) in the QD
Q is purely imaginary.400 As shown in the plot, the observedd ET dynam
mics in all
cases arre identical within the signal
s
to nooise ratio off our measurrements, inddicating thatt electron
transfer rates from thhe sensitizerr to the oxidde are indepeendent of thee QD size. O
On the otherr hand, as
2(A), the baack-transfer, resulting in
n recombinattion of electtrons and
shown inn the inset of figure 4.2
holes, dooes slow dow
wn with the number of SILAR cyclles. A simplee model usinng a single-sstretchedexponenntial ingrowth and decay
y reveals rattes of ET frrom QD to oxide
o
and bback electron
n transfer
(BET) fr
from oxide too QD (KET and
a KBET, resspectively) of 1/KET(C1
1-3) =6.5 ±11.5 ps (with stretched
coefficieents of 0.68±
±0.05) and 1/KBET(C1) =22650±140 ps, 1/KBET(C2
2) =4620±1660 ps, and 1//KBET(C3C3.5) =88100±500 pss. Interesting
gly, as shownn in figure 4.2(B),
4
the ET
E dynamicss are indepen
ndent not
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only of SILAR cycles (or sizes of QDs), but also of QD stoichiometry as illustrated by the OPTP
traces for samples C3 and C3.5 (characterized by sulfur- and lead-rich QD surfaces, respectively). The
fact that back ET rates are independent on QD stoichiometry suggests that the QD/oxide energetics
and coupling strength are independent of QD surface doping. The invariance of ET dynamics with QD
size and stoichiometry can be rationalized by Fermi level pinning41, 42 at the PbS/SnO2 interface, so
that the energy difference between QD LUMO and oxide CB (given by ΔG and ΔG’ in figure 4.3 (B))
is not modulated by QD size or surface doping (ΔG and ΔG’ are equal and independent of nanocrystal
dimensions). This is generally different from ex situ QD-sensitized oxides systems, where ET slows
down with increasing QD size as a consequence of reduced ΔG (see figure 4.3(B)).34, 43 Similarly, as
theoretically predicted44 and experimentally reported27, 28, 45, 46, changes in the SILAR QD S/Pb ratio
(QD stoichiometry) will affect the QD Fermi level, yet apparently do not affect ET rates. While the
variation in both QD size and stoichiometry will affect QD energy levels, the energy difference
between QD LUMO and oxide CB is not modulated by QD size or doping at the QD/air interface.
Back ET (BET) kinetics have been reported47, 48 in dye sensitized systems to be determined by not
only the energetics, but also by diffusion/hopping of charges within the oxide films, which can also be
rate limiting. Even in the simple case that the overall recombination is determined by the interfacial
BET, and assuming Marcus theory applies, BET rates will vary with driving force in a way depending
on whether it occurs on the normal or inverted regions (which will depend on the system
reorganization energy). Also BET can be a function of oxide/QD coupling strength which in our
system is QD size dependent21. Although an accurate description of the BET process observed here is
out of the scope of the present work, the observed decrease of KBET with SILAR-cycle-number (see
inset figure 4.2(A)) is consistent with an upward-shifting HOMO level (the HOMO level is not
pinned). The experimentally resolved decrease of KBET with SILAR-cycle-number (see inset figure
4.2(A)) is then a consequence of an increasingly smaller driving force for back-ET and increasingly
smaller donor/acceptor coupling with increasing QD size.
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Figure 4..2 (A) Normaalized OPTP reesponse for PbbS QDs sensitizing SnO2 as a function oof the number of SILAR
cycles (C
Cn, with n = 1-3); in the insset are shown the dynamicss up to 1.1 ns; blue lines aree best fits to the
t data as
describedd in the text. (B)
( Normalizeed OPTP respponse for PbS QDs sensitizing SnO2 by SSILAR as a function
fu
of
surface sstoichiometry (by compariing samples with C3 and
d C3.5 SILAR cycles – SSulfur- and Lead-rich,
L
respectiveely); the insett shows the dy
ynamics up to 1.1 ns; blue liines are best fits
f to the dataa.

ependence off ET efficien
ncy on QD siize and stoichiometry
4.3.3 Dep
Theoretiically44, nanoocrystals witth a perfect 1:1 stoichio
ometry ratio are expecteed to be intrinsic and
thereforee defect freee. In practicee, synthesizedd nanocrystaals are typicaally non-stoiichiometric299, 49, 50 and
characterrized by the presence of surface statees acting as donors
d
or accceptors.44 Thee passivation
n of those
states foor SILAR-baased QDs req
quires a postt-growth passsivation treatment, com
mmonly acco
omplished
by introoducing an organic or inorganic caapping shelll onto the QDs.
Q 6,
passivatiion

25, 51

A
Alternatively
y, atomic

has beeen successfully exploiited as a pathway
p
for reversibly311,

52, 53

tailo
oring the

5 53
optoelecctronic propeerties in collo
oidal QD soolids, through
h doping27-299, 45, 46 and paassivation31, 52,
. The

effect off stoichiomettry on QD-sensitized oxiide systems has not been
n addressed to date. In figure
f
4.3
(A), we pplot the ET dynamics
d
forr PbS QDs nnucleated ontto SnO2 nano
oparticles byy C3 and C3.5 SILAR
cycles (pprobed on thhe same samp
ple spot for a given oxid
de substrate), correspondding to S- and Pb-rich
QD surfa
faces, respecttively. From the obtainedd plateau am
mplitude of th
he ET traces iit is evident that QDs
terminatted by Pb surrfaces allow more efficieent ET from the QD to th
he oxide thann those terminated by
ming that hallf cycle treattment by itseelf is not sufficient for the
t nucleatioon of new do
ots). This
S (assum
finding iis consistent with the rem
moval of PbS
S QD surfacee acceptors acting
a
as trapps by Pb capp
ping, and
is in perrfect agreem
ment with theeory and expperiments reeporting the generation of Pb related
d surface
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4
the obbserved enhaancement
donors oon QDs withh S/Pb<1 ratiios.27, 28, 44 Ass summarizeed in figure 4.3(B)
of ET eefficiency for lead-rich (or
( Sulfur-ddeficient) QD
D surfaces iss a manifesttation of a favorable
f
kinetic ccompetition between QD
D/oxide elecctron transfe
fer (KET) and
d undesired trapping att the QD
surface (KTr). Analoogously, a su
ulfur-rich (l ead-deficien
nt) QD surfaace will be pprone to traapping of
photo-geenerated elecctrons in surfface acceptorr traps, lowerring the ET efficiency.
e
The hallf cycle-catiion passivation effect rreported herre for the PbS/SnO2 ssystem is a general
phenomeenon, as we observed ideentical qualittative effectss on half-cyccle terminateed samples consisting
c
on PbS/T
TiO2, PbS/ZnnO and PbSee/SnO2 (see ffigure 4.8 in the Appendiix 4.5.3).

Figure 4.3 Stoichiomeetry effect on ET dynamicss. (A) Charactteristic optical pump-THz pprobe responsse for PbS
omparing sam
mples with C3 and C3.5
QDs senssitizing SnO2 by SILAR ass a function oof surface stoiichiometry (co
SILAR ccycles). (B) Skketch illustratting system eenergetics as a function of PbS QD surfface stoichiom
metry (∆G
representts donor-accepptor ET drivin
ng force); S-riich QD surfacces are populaated with acceeptors (p-type)) allowing
urfaces are po
opulated by doonors (n-typee), making
electron ttrapping (KTr) at the nanocrystal surfacce; Pb-rich su
electron ttrapping at thee surface not feasible
f
and heence maximizzing the probability of ET too the oxide (K
KET).

In figuree 4.4(A), we present th
he maximum
m of the obsserved pump
p-induced reeal photocon
nductivity
(Re(σ)) aat ~100 ps after
a
the exccitation pulsee) as a functtion of the number
n
of SIILAR cycless for PbS
nanocrysstals sensitizzing SnO2. As
A discussedd for C3 and C3.5 SnO2/PbS
/
sampless (figure 4.3
3(A)), the
passivatiion effect byy an additional half cyccle results in
n an ET efficiency enhaancement in all cases
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(from C1.5/C1 to C6.5/C6). For atomically Pb-passivated samples we resolve a monotonous increase
in the monitored photoconductivity as a function of SILAR cycles within the range defined by C1.5
and C4.5. For samples treated beyond C4.5 SILAR cycles (C5.5 and C6.5 SILAR cycles), a decay in
the overall measured photoconductivity is observed. The decay is consistent with the formation of QD
aggregates beyond C4 cycles as discussed previously (bulky PbS phases acting as strong photon
absorbers but poor donors). The observed improvement in the absolute amplitude of the
photoconductivity between C1.5 and C4.5 SILAR cycles can be correlated with a QD size dependent
effect, but can also result from an increasing population of QDs per unit area. In order to remove the
potential effect of an increasing QD population we define here a passivation efficiency term defined
as: PE = {Re(σ)Cn.5 - Re(σ)Cn) / Re(σ)Cn},
with n ≥ 1, where Re(σ)Cn.5 and Re(σ)Cn stand for the plateau real conductivity of samples with Cn.5
and Cn SILAR cycles, respectively. In this respect, PE simply represents the Pb-passivation effect
without considering changes in QD surface densities per unit area of the oxide. As derived in the
Appendix 4.5.4, the passivation efficiency can be rewritten as PE = {KTr / KET}, in which KTr
represents the rate of electron trapping at QD surfaces and KET is the rate of ET from donor to
acceptor. As a consequence, the defined PE term physically represents the kinetic competition
between undesired trapping at the QD surface (KTr) and QD/oxide electron transfer (KET), as illustrated
in figure 4.3(B). As discussed above (see figure 4.2(A)), KET is a constant regardless of QD size (or,
equivalently, regardless of the number of SILAR cycles, Cn). On the other hand, trapping rates are
linearly dependent on defect density in bulk semiconductors.54, 55 In this respect, for our system (where
KET(Cn) = constant) we have that PE ∝ KTr(Cn) ∝ Nacceptors ∝ QDsurface

area.

In figure 4.4(B) the

dependence of PE vs QDsurface area is plotted, the latter being estimated from our epitaxial model and
TEM characterization, see figures 4.1(D, E and G). A linear correlation is resolved between C1 and C4
SILAR cycles, in agreement with the notion that the QD trapping rate is linearly correlated with QD
area. Note that the saturation of PE at 300% versus QD surface area observed for samples beyond C4
is a manifestation of the saturation in the QD size as a function of deposition steps (in perfect
agreement with TEM characterization).
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Figure 44.4 (A) Moniitored real co
onductivity att the plateau (when ET has ended) ass a function of
o SILAR
depositionn steps. Sampples made of completec
andd half- cycles are characterrized by S- annd Pb-rich QD
D surfaces.
(B) Atom
mic passivatioon efficiency (PE) vs QD surface area (estimated fro
om TEM stattistics and thee epitaxial
growth m
model as discuussed in the paper). The unncertainty in PE
P is obtained
d from 5-7 meeasurements on
o a given
sample. T
The uncertaintty in the QD surface
s
area iss inferred from
m the distributiion in QD basse diameter (F
FWHM) as
a functionn of SILAR cyycles from TE
EM analysis.

4.3.4 Imp
mplications off our resultss for QDSSC
C design
The maxximum theorretical efficieency in excittonic solar cells
c
is given
n by the Shoockley-Queissser limit,
providedd that efficiennt ET processses from a bbandgap opttimized sensiitizer to the selective con
ntacts are
made at no energy ccost19 (i.e. Ohmic
O
contaccts are establlished betweeen the sensiitizer HOMO
O-LUMO
ution we shoow that stoicchiometry
levels annd the electrron-hole elecctrodes respeectively). In this contribu
control oon SILAR-baased QDs caan be employyed as a sim
mple and efficcient passivaation schemee in order
to removve recombinnation pathways in the Q
QD sensitizerrs (an essenttial requirem
ment for devices with
high phootocurrents).. Provided that
t
full passsivation in the QDs is achieved bby half SILA
AR cycle
treatmennts (e.g. atom
mic passivatio
on will not bbe compromised by surface packing aas may be thee case for
moleculees), the onlyy electron reelaxation patthway in thee QDs will be radiativee, making th
he kinetic
competittion with ET
T to the ox
xide favorablle for the laatter. On thee other handd, we have resolved
saturatioon in QD siize during growth,
g
folloowed by thee appearancee of polycryystalline phaases as a
functionn of SILAR cycles and suggested F
Fermi-level pinning
p
at th
he QD/oxidee interface. All
A these
wards high eefficiency dev
vices. Saturaation in QD size nucleattion for a
aspects rrepresent connstraints tow
given syystem (mostt likely correlated with strain relax
xation on latttice mismattched QD and oxide
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ng optimum bandgaps matching th
he solar speectrum (~1.4
4 eV for
phases) could preveent achievin
m efficiencyy19). Once QD
Q size satuuration is reeached after a certain nuumber of cy
ycles, the
maximum
appearannce of bulky polycrystalline phases shhould be preevented in deevices (as theese are stron
ng photon
absorberrs and recom
mbination ceenters, withoout substantiially contributing to thee photocurrent in the
photovolltaic device)). Note that preventing
p
thhe formation
n of QD agg
gregates coulld dictate a minimum
m
thickness to achieve full sunlight absorption for a given QD/oxide sy
ystem (e.g. iif QD oxide coverage
mber of dep
posited SILA
AR cycles). Finally, the suggested ppinning at QD/oxide
Q
depends on the num
nergetics, an
nd then tryinng to achiev
ve Ohmic
surfaces could preveent fine tuniing of donorr-acceptor en
D and oxide will
w be comppromised (po
otentially reducing solar ccell output vo
oltage19).
contacts between QD

Figure 44.5 (A) Currennt-voltage ch
haracteristics oof QDSSC deevices (ITO/P
PbS@TiO2/OM
MeTAD/Au) with QDs
terminateed with a lead-- or sulfur- ricch surface; (B
B) Characteristtic optical pum
mp-THz probee response forr PbS QDs
sensitizinng TiO2 by SIL
LAR as a funcction of surfacce stoichiomeetry (comparin
ng samples wiith C4 and C4
4.5 SILAR
cycles).

In order to check whhether metalllic surfaces w
will constrain the voltagee in devices and also wh
hether the
monitoreed passivatioon efficiency can be exxploited in complete deevices (e.g. if such an effect is
unalteredd by the pressence of a ho
ole conductorr), we characcterized 3 sets of QDSSC
Cs based on 4 and 4.5
PbS QD SILAR cyclles onto TiO2 electrodes (C4 and C4.5 samples, reespectively).. The ITO/Pb
bS@TiO2
gether with spiro-OMeT
TAD/Au contacts (further
er details are given in
electrodees where sanndwiched tog
the SI) aand solar celll current-volltage charactteristics weree recorded in
n a homemadde solar simu
ulator. As
shown iin figure 4.5(A), for all
a the devicces tested we
w obtained a ~210% improvemen
nt in the
photocurrrent for thhe samples terminated
t
w
with half a cycle (Pb--rich QD suurfaces), rev
vealing a
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quantitative correlation between the observed PE improvement by OPTP measurements (see figure 4.5
(B)) and the monitored short circuit current (JSC) in complete solar cell devices. Note that the kinetics
(including recombination kinetics) may differ substantially under transient (THz) and steady state
(device working) conditions (under illumination). In particular, under steady-state illumination, trap
filling can alter transfer rates. On the other hand, we observe that the open circuit voltages (VOC) for
the two devices containing, respectively, QDs with Pb- or S-rich surfaces are indistinguishable within
the range of values observed for the different samples. For our cells, the similar values for VOC’s
(within the sample-to-sample variation) indicates in simple terms, that the maximum quasi Fermi level
splitting under illumination within the PbS QD absorber (which could be limited by the reported
pinning) is preserved for cationic and anionic rich QD surfaces. Overall, the reported results indicate
that atomic passivation can potentially be well-suited for QDSSCs.

4.4 Summary
In summary, we have correlated the structure and stoichiometry of QDs grown on SnO2 films with the
electron transfer rates and efficiency. Transmission electron microscopy reveals saturation in the QD
base diameter, followed by an increase in nanocrystal height as a function of the number of SILAR
cycles. This shape transition, together with the observation of the presence of hetero-epitaxial
nucleated dots suggest that Volmer-Weber growth (mediated by lattice mismatch between QD and
oxide materials), is the underlying growth mechanism for the analyzed SILAR-based QD sensitized
system. While ET rates from the QD to the oxide are found to be insensitive to QD size and
stoichiometry (attributed to Fermi level pining at the QD/oxide interface), the ET efficiency is found
to be highly dependent on both aspects. In fact, half-cycle, n-type QD surfaces (cation-rich) exhibit a
better passivation of the QD, which in turn favors photo-induced ET processes from the QD to the
oxide acceptor. The cationic passivation effect is found to be QD-size dependent, being more
prominent as QD area increases and correlating with density of QD surface acceptors. Finally, OPTP
measurements are correlated with device photocurrents, showing that exploiting QD stoichiometry for
nanocrystal passivation could be an efficient strategy for solar cell design.
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4.5 App
pendix
4.5.1 Traansmission electron
e
miccroscopy (TE
EM) study on
n PbS grown
n dynamics aat SnO2 surfa
faces
Transmission electroon microscop
py (TEM) im
mages were obtained
o
with
h a JEOL JE
EM-2010 miccroscope.
Sampless for TEM annalysis were prepared byy mechanicallly removing the QD-senssitized films from the
substratee. The resultting powderss were diluteed in ethanol and drop casted
c
onto ccarbon-coateed copper
grids. Figure 4.6 shhows large area and hiigh magnificcation TEM
M images forr SILAR-baased QDs
4 (D) and (F) reveal the presence of QD
sensitizinng SnO2 maatrices for 1 to 6 cyclees. Figure 4.6
aggregattes (bulk poolycrystallinee phases). T
These aggreg
gates are ideentified by nnoticing [111] facets
separatedd by 0.42 nm
m, characterisstic for PbS ((see figure 4.6
4 (D)).
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Figure 4.6 Nucleationn and growth processes
p
of S
SILAR-based PbS QDs on SnO
S 2 resolvedd by TEM as a function
h
the presence
p
of PbbS QD aggreg
gates.
of deposiited cycles Cnn (n = 0, 1, 3 and 6). Figuress (D) and (F) highlight

4.5.2 Dep
ependence off OPTP tracees as a functtion of SILA
AR cycles
Figure 44.7 (A) show
ws the OPTP
P traces forr SnO2 samp
ples sensitizeed with PbSS QDs with different
number of SILAR cycles
c
(1 to 6). The ET efficiency (correlated
(
with
w the plateeau value off the real
p
initially
y increases w
with the num
mber of cyclles and then drops after the third
conductiivity in the plot)
cycle. Fiigure 4.7 (B) shows the normalized ET dynamiccs. From C4 onward, whhen the ET efficiency
e
drops, ann ultrafast component
c
appears
a
in thhe dynamics within the first few ps--seconds afteer photoexcitatioon. This feaature is conssistent with the resolutiion of an overlapped
o
ssignal due to
t carrier
dynamiccs in QD clusster phases.566-58
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Figure 4.7 (A) Bare OPTP
O
dynamics as a functiion of the num
mber of SILAR cycles up tto 150 ps. (B)) Idem but
p
signalls.
normaliziing the OPTP traces to the plateau

4.5.3 Leaad cation paassivation eff
ffect for diffeerent combin
nations of QD
Ds and oxidees
In order to check whhether the mo
onitored leadd cation passivation effecct is general ffor other sysstems, the
ET dynaamics for (11) PbS QDs on ZnO annd TiO2 (diffferent oxidees), and (2) PbSe QDs on SnO2
(differennt QDs), werre measured. Qualitativeely all Pb-en
nded sampless (half cyclee) showed a boost on
photoconnductivity, as
a shown in figure
f
4.8.

erent combinaations of QDs and oxidess; (A) PbS@
@ZnO; (B)
Figure 44.8 Cation paassivation efffect for differ
PbS@TiO
O2 and (C) PbSe at SnO2.
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4.5.4 Definition of passivation efficiency PE
In order to remove the potential effect of an increasing QD population with the number of deposition
cycles, we define here a passivation efficiency term as: PE = {Re(σ)Cn.5 - Re(σ)Cn) / Re(σ)Cn}, with n ≥
1. In this respect, PE simply represents the absolute Pb passivation effect without considering changes
in QD surface densities per unit area. Given that the time resolved photoconductivity can be written as
Re(σ) = μ*NET*e, where μ is the electron mobility in the oxide CB, NET is the number of electrons
transferred to the oxide and e the elementary charge, we can rewrite PE as: PE = {NTr (Cn)/ NET(Cn)},
with NTr(Cn) = NET(Cn.5) - NET(Cn), where NTr(Cn) is the number of electrons being trapped in the
QD surface before passivation with lead. As NTr and NET can be defined as NTr = Ntot*(KTr / KTr + KET)
and NET = Ntot*(KET / KTr + KET) respectively (where Ntot is the total population of photogenerated
excitons), then we can write PE further as: PE = {KTr / KET}(Cn), with n ≥ 1. Therefore, physically, the
defined PE term is directly reflecting the kinetic competition between QD/oxide electron transfer (KET)
and undesired trapping (KTr).
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Chapter 5
Fermi Level Pinning at QD Sensitized Oxide Interfaces Precludes
Tuning of Donor-Acceptor Energetics by QD Dipolar Molecular
Capping

Reducing the driving excess energy for exciton dissociation (∆G) at quantum dot (QD)/oxide
interfaces could pave the way towards improved photoconversion efficiencies in solar cells and fuels
architectures. Recent works demonstrated that QD workfunction (and hence ∆G at electrodes) can
be tuned by capping the semiconductor nanocrystals with molecular dipoles. However, the
workfunction tunability in PbS QD-superlattices was reported to be ~20-fold larger when compared
with those reported on CdS and CdSe QD sensitized schemes; the origin for the large mismatch in
tunability for these systems remains unclear (e.g. whether dipole/QD interfacial chemistry or
sample morphology determine ∆G tuning). Here, we demonstrate that interfacial electron transfer
(ET) rates, correlating directly with ∆G, are invariant to the QD dipolar capping in PbS/SnO2
interfaces. This result rules out the scenario where a specific dipole/QD surface chemistry dictates
∆G tunability, and can be attributed to Fermi level pinning at the QD/oxide interface. Furthermore,
we demonstrate that ET dynamics at interfaces, and then ∆G, can be tuned by QD dipolar
molecular capping when inserting an insulating layer in between QD donor and oxide acceptor.
Our results reveal that tuning of donor-acceptor energetics in sensitized systems requires electronic
decoupling between the QD and the oxide phases.

5.1 Introduction
Achieving efficient surface passivation schemes in quantum dot (QD) nanocrystals is essential for
their implementation in novel optoelectronic devices.1-5 The passivation of QD surfaces, which is
commonly achieved by capping the semiconducting nanocrystals with molecular agents3, 6, 7, inorganic
shells1, 8, 9, or atoms4, 10, 11, suppresses non-radiative relaxation paths for photo-excited charge carriers.
The effectiveness of a passivation treatment is determined by the nature of the physico-chemical
interaction of QD surface and capping agents (e.g. type of bond, packing density, lattice matching
etc.). Additionally, the synergy between QDs and their capping agents offers a plethora of
opportunities for tuning and controlling nanocrystal stability12 and QD optoelectronic properties13, 14
such as bandgap13-15, doping16 and workfunction17-19. Core QD workfunction tuning could be enabled
by exploiting molecular dipoles as a QD passivation shell. This approach is an appealing route for
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sensitized geometries, as a single QD capping treatment can provide a reliable passivation scheme for
the QDs, boosting the short circuit photocurrents in devices,3, 19, 20 and allow fine tuning of donoracceptor interfacial energetics,17-19, 21 potentially enhancing open circuit voltage in solar cells22. In fact,
exploiting QD dipolar molecular capping treatments have provided a path towards more efficient QD
based solar cells in bulk heterojunction21 and sensitized cell architectures17, 23.
The workfunction tunability of semiconductor surfaces by dipolar molecular treatments24-26 can be
qualitatively classified according to the organic-inorganic composite interfacial coupling strength (e.g.
weak or strong, physisorption or chemisorption).25, 27, 28 For weakly coupled interfaces, the modulation
of surface energetics by molecular dipoles can be modeled by the Helmholtz equation:25, 28
∆V=

∗ ∗
ɛ∗ɛ

,

Equation 5.1,

where ∆V represents the potential drop across the molecular film,
molecules/area at the surface,

the molecular dipole moment, and

the number of absorbed

the molecular binding angle with

respect to the surface normal; ɛ and ɛ0 denote the permittivity of the molecule and vacuum,
respectively. Equation 5 illustrates that in the weak coupling regime the workfunction of
semiconductor surface increases in proportion to the dipole moment of the capping molecules. This
proportionality seems to be a general phenomenon among many bulk29-31 and polycrystalline32
semiconductors, yet the quantitative strength of the interaction, i.e. the proportionality constant, ∆V/ ,
seems to be highly dependent on the nature of the interfaces.29 Similarly, for semiconducting QDs,
although linear ∆V/ responses have been reported for QD-superlattices and QD/oxide surfaces; the
workfunction tunability was found to be ~20-fold larger in PbS QD-superlattices when compared with
those reported on in-situ nucleated CdS/TiO2 and CdSe/TiO2 QD/oxide interfaces (~400 meV/Debye
vs ~20 meV/Debye respectively)17, 18, 23. The weaker workfunction tunability in QD sensitized oxides
needs to be rationalized; e.g. does material interfacial chemistry determine the ∆V/

value in

sensitized systems (e.g. PbS vs CdS)?; if this is the case, PbS QDs sensitizing a mesoporous oxide will
display the ~400 meV/Debye found in colloidal superlattices. Note that the ∆V/

ratio will determine

the degree of tunability for the exciton dissociation driving energy, ∆G, in a given system; where ∆G
is defined as the energy difference between the QD LUMO and oxide CB workfunctions. In turn the
∆G value, which can be considered simply as a thermal loss at the electrodes, will ultimately
determine the maximum efficiency for a sensitized solar cell22. Understanding these aspects is crucial
for further development of QD sensitized solar cells.
In order to interrogate whether the specific dipole/QD surface chemistry sets the ∆V/

ratio, and

hence the degree of donor-acceptor ∆G tunability on sensitized QD/oxide systems, we analyze here the
interplay between QD dipolar molecular capping and interfacial electron transfer (ET) dynamics in a
system where PbS QDs were directly nucleated onto a mesoporous SnO2 matrix. We demonstrate that
the interfacial ET rates (directly correlated with donor-acceptor ∆G) are invariant to the molecular
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dipolar moment sign and strength at PbS/SnO2 interfaces. These results rule out the scenario where a
specific dipole/QD surface chemistry dictates the ∆V/

ratio, and can be rationalized by Fermi level

pinning at the QD/oxide interface precluding the modulation of donor-acceptor energetics for any
dipolar capping treatments. Furthermore, we demonstrate that by placing an inorganic insulating oxide
layer between QD and oxide, pinning effects are removed and the tunability of donor-acceptor
energetics is enabled. This illustrate that the tunability of interfacial donor-acceptor energetics in QD
sensitized oxides by molecular dipoles requires decoupling of the QD and the oxide. Our results set
design rule principles for optimized sensitized solar cells where thermal losses at the electrodes are
engineered and reduced.

5.2 Methods and Materials
Bare PbS QDs were nucleated in-situ onto mesoporous SnO2 electrodes by using the successive ionic
layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) approach in a glove box under N2 atmosphere. The cappingfree-grown QDs after 2 SILAR cycles are defined by a bandgap of ~0.9 ±0.1 eV11. QD molecular
treatments with different dipolar moments were achieved by immersing QD/oxide electrodes for 2
hours in 0.1 M MeOH solutions for each given molecule and the details are given in chapter 2, sample
preparation section.

5.3 Results and Discussions
The effective bonding of molecules to the QDs was verified for all samples as discussed in the
Appendix. Figure 5.1 summarizes the set of molecules analyzed in this work, with dipole moments
ranging from -3.2 to +4.76 Debye. All molecules contain a thiol group that serves as a selective
anchoring site to the PbS QDs.2,

3, 33

Interfacial carrier dynamics on a given sample spot before

(QD/oxide) and after applying the molecular treatment (dipole/QD/oxide) were evaluated by optical
pump-THz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy. This technique provides time-resolved photoconductivity with
a sub-ps resolution and has been proven to be a powerful tool for investigating ET processes in QD
sensitized systems.1, 11, 34-36 Following optical excitation of the QDs (800nm, ~50 fs FWHM), the timedependent pump-induced absorption of the THz probe directly reveal ET processes from the QD donor
to the oxide acceptor.11, 34 All OPTP measurements were performed under vacuum conditions (< 1.4 ×
10-4 mbar) to avoid photo-oxidation of the QDs. Up to 5 different sample spots were measured for
each sample, the variation of signal amplitudes is within 3-8% indicating the good homogeneity of the
films and reproducibility of the measurements.
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ylene (SH-CH
H2-CH2-) and phenylene
p
Figure 5.1 Set of moleecules analyzeed in this workk. Et- and Ph-- refers to ethy
(SH-C6H4-) based sam
mples. The arrrows indicatee the direction
n of moleculaar dipoles mom
oment in the gas
g phase,
b first principles calculatioons.
which weere estimated by

5.3.1 Esstimates of dipole mom
ments, capp ing density and bonding tilt anglle by first principle
p
calculatiions
As is seeen in equatioon 5.1, the reelative changge in ∆V (corrrelated with
h a change inn workfunctio
on)25, 29 is
directly proportionall to the moleecular dipolee moment, μ;
μ the numbeer of attacheed moleculess per unit
onductor surface normal,, θ. In order to
t weight
area, N; and the anglle of the molecule towardds the semico
n the monitoored interfaccial dipole/Q
QD/oxide ET
T rates by OPTP (see
the impaact of these variables on
below) w
we performedd first-principles calculattions.
We preppared the sysstem compossed of the isoolated moleccules, bare PbS
P (111) and
nd (100) surffaces, and
the moleecules attachhed on these surfaces witth varying th
he number off the moleculles per unit area.
a
The
(111) annd (100) surfface are the most
m represeentative crysttal facets forr our PbS/SnnO2 samples11. In this
calculatiion, we usedd four moleccules of Ph--OCH3, Ph-C
COOH, Ph-H
H, and Ph-N
NO2 as repreesentative
cases. A
After optimiziing these stru
uctures we ccomputed thee binding energies of thee four molecules onto
PbS(1111) and (100) surfaces,
s
and
d obtained anngles formed
d by the moleecules toward
rds the surfacce normal
(calculattion details are
a provided
d in the Apppendix 5.5.2)). Figure 5.2
2(A) displayss the variatio
on of the
binding energy wheen the numb
ber of attachhed moleculees increases from n to n+m (∆
negativee (positive) ∆

→

→

). A

ind
dicates that the moleculle absorbed on the subsstrate is enerrgetically

stable (uunstable) wheen an additio
onal moleculle is adsorbed on the systtem characteerized by n molecules
m
attached on the surfaace. The varriations of thhe binding en
nergies estim
mates are plootted in figurre 5.2(A).
ules can be adsorbed
a
ontto a 14.5 Å × 16.8 Å
As is cleear from thiss figure, we find that up to 8 molecu
PbS(1111) slab surfacce area. Wheen more thann eight molecules are attaached on thee surface, thee binding
energy bbecomes positive, indicatting that morre than eightt molecules are unlikely to be attach
hed to the
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S(111) surfacce. For the P
PbS(100) surrface, the sim
mulated bindiing energy iss positive
14.5 Å × 16.8 Å PbS
independdent of the molecular
m
dip
pole momennt, indicating
g none the molecules
m
binnd onto the PbS(100)
P
surface under these conditions. Sequentiallly, we surveeyed the orientations off the molecu
ules with
respect tto the semicoonductor surrface, θ, by ccomputing th
he angle formed by the C-S bond to
o the PbS
surface nnormal. Calcculated anglees are summaarized in Fig
g. 2(B), whilee two snapshhots for the optimized
o
Ph-NO2 and Ph-OC
CH3 moleculles onto thee PbS(111) surface are depicted inn Fig. 2(C) and (D),
g. 2(B), θ is very identical for these molecules, iindicating that the tilt
respectivvely. As is shown in Fig
angle is insensitive to the molecu
ular dipole m
moment in ou
ur calculation
ns. Based onn these first-p
principles
calculatiions we can conclude thaat packing, bbinding energ
gy and tilt an
ngle are insennsitive to thee specific
dipole m
moments of the
t moleculees. These resuults allow us then to interrogate meaaningfully th
he impact
of dipolaar moment vs donor-acceeptor ET ratees for the PbS
S/SnO2 systeem.

Figure 55.2 (A) Bindiing energy peer molecule ffor Ph-OCH3, Ph-COOH, Ph-H, and PPh-NO2 deposited onto
PbS(111)) surfaces as a function of molecular
m
paccking density (2,
( 4, 8 and 16 molecules bbinding onto a 14.5 Å ×
16.8 Å PbS(111) slab surface area); (B) molecullar tilt angle towards
t
PbS(1
111) surface nnormal as a function
fu
of
gas phasee dipolar mom
ment (invarian
nt vs packing density); (C--D) Optimized
d structure off Ph-NO2 and Ph-OCH3
molecules attached to PbS(111)
P
surfface illustratinng similar morrphology.

5.3.2 Th
he impact of QD dipolar molecular caapping on QD/oxide
Q
ET
T rate
A directt correlation between big
gger QD/oxidde donor-accceptor drivin
ng force (∆G
G) and faster ET rates
has beenn reported before
b
by us34 and otheers34, 37. Con
nsequently, the variationns in donor-acceptor
energeticcs induced by
b QD dipollar molecular
ar capping caan be detecteed as the chhanges in thee ET rate
from thee QD to the oxide
o
in OPT
TP measurem
ments. Here, interfacial caarrier dynam
mics were meeasured in
a single sample spot before and after
a
functionnalizing the QDs with dip
polar molecuular ligands. In figure
n
OPTP
O
ET dynnamics before and after QD molecullar dipolar trreatments
5.3(A-C)) we show normalized
for moleecules displaaying dipole moments -2..5, 0 and +2.5 Debye; in
n figure 5.3(D
D) we summ
marize the
variationn induced byy molecular QD
Q capping iin ET dynam
mics for all an
nalyzed sampples. As evid
dent from
these figgures, QD caapping by diffferent moleecular treatm
ments do not affect ET dyynamics as a function
of dipolee moment; neither
n
as a function of m
molecular baackbone natu
ure, e.g. disttinct polarizability of
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i figure 5.3
3 allow us tto conclude that QD
phenyl vvs ethyl bassed moleculees. The resuults shown in
moleculaar dipolar caapping is nott affecting thhe donor-accceptor coupling neither thhe energeticss (∆G) in
the analyyzed PbS/SnnO2 systems. Note that cchanges in ET
E driving energy
e
∆G ≤ 40 meV have
h
been
clearly rresolved as changes
c
in ET
E rates from
m OPTP meaasurements34; this suggesst that chang
ges in ∆G
induced by moleculaar capping ass low as ∆G/ ≤ 5 meV are characteriistic for our ssamples.

Figure 5.3 Comparisoon of normalizzed OPTP earrly dynamics before and affter molecularr dipolar capp
ping of the
OH, (B) Ph-SH
H, and (C) P
Ph-NO2 moleccules. (D) Th
he real conduuctivity ratio for OPTP
QDs by (A) Ph-COO
a
molecularr dipolar cappping (8 ps afteer photoexcitattion). The erroors represent deviations
dynamicss before and after
inferred aamong 5 different sample’s spots.

Previouss work on chemically
c
equivalent
e
(P
PbS QDs), but morphologically diffferent samp
ples (QD
solids) rrevealed chaanges in worrk functions as large as ~400 meV//Debye.18 Onn the other hand,
h
for
chemically different yet morphollogically sim
milar sampless consisting on
o cadmium based QDs nucleated
n
Debye solar cell photovo
oltage onset variation w
was reported.17 These
in-situ oonto TiO2, a ~20 mV/D
results cclearly indicaate that interrfacial dipolle/QD speciffic chemistry
y alone (e.g.. PbS or Cd
dS) is not
sufficiennt to co-deterrmine the im
mpact of QD dipolar capp
ping on QD/oxide energeetics, an indiication of
the impoortant role of
o the oxidee electrode ttowards the degree of QD
Q workfunnction tunabiility. Our
results ccan be rationnalized by Fermi
F
level pining at th
he PbS/SnO2 QD/oxide interface (e..g. fixing
donor-accceptor ∆G);; this rationaal is fully coonsistent with
h our previous report forr this specifiic system
where w
we found QD size indepen
ndent QD too oxide ET raates11. In add
dition, strongg pinning efffects have
been unaambiguouslyy resolved fo
or CdSe QDss molecularly
y bridged to TiO2 electroodes.38 Thereefore, the
modest iinferred tunaability of pho
otovoltage onnset (~20 mV
V/Debye) forr in-situ nucleeated CdSe QDs
Q onto
TiO2 eleectrodes17 seeems to have a similar oriigin that the one reported
d here. In thi
his respect, ou
ur results
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do rationalize the observations made in previous reports regarding the distinct contrast of
workfunction tunability degree by capping QDs with molecular dipoles in colloidal QD superlattices
(~400 meV/Debye18) and in QD dots sensitizing a mesoporous oxide matrix (~20 mV/Debye17); Fermi
level pinning at QD/oxide interfaces can preclude ∆G tuning.

5.3.3 The impact of QD dipolar molecular capping on QD/oxide back ET (BET) rate
A recent work found a bandgap narrowing in PbS QDs15 treated with three dipolar molecular capping
analyzed here (Ph-CF3, Ph-NH2, Ph-H); this effect was found to be determined primarily by the nature
of the molecular head group (e.g. thiol) rather than the specific dipole moment of QD capping
molecules. Considering system energetics ∆G, a dipole independent bandgap narrowing in the QDs for
our samples should be manifested as a dipole independent slowdown in back electron transfer (BET)
rates.11 Although we resolve experimentally that the molecularly induced changes in BET rate are
invariant vs the specific dipole moment employed for capping the QDs, see figure 5.4(A-E). Contrary
to expectations, we find a speed up of BET rates. This should be indicative of a widening in QD
bandgap onset induced by molecular capping for our samples; indeed absorption measurements for
samples before and after molecular treatment confirmed a ~40 meV QD bandgap increase induced by
molecular capping, but independent of dipolar moment (see figure 5.8 in Appendix 5.5.3). The
observation of a QD bandgap widening after molecular capping in our samples could be connected
with strain release from the lattice-matched epitaxially grown PbS nanocrystal onto the SnO2 matrix.11,
39, 40

Note that the inferred bandgap for our bare PbS nanocrystals (~0.9

0.1 eV) is much narrower

than that expected for a nanocrystal of similar volume41, 42; a bandgap narrowing is a common
phenomenon observed in epitaxially grown QDs owing to the lattice mismatch between dot and
substrate11,43. In line with this discussion, a similar blue energy shift induced by capping has been
reported for CdSe QDs directly nucleated onto a TiO2 oxide matrix22. Further work would be required
to elucidate the details of this molecular induced strain release effect.
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Figure 55.4 (A-D) Com
mparison of the
t normalizeed OPTP dynaamics before and after QD
D molecular capping
c
in
1200ps tiime window. (E) The ratiio of OPTP responses at 1200ps pump
p-probe delayy before and after QD
molecularr capping.

Q
in
nterface by an insulatiing layer alllows tuningg of donor--acceptor
5.3.4 Deecoupling QD/oxide
energetiics by QD dippolar molecu
ular cappingg
Pining oof donor-acceeptor energettics represennts a general interfacial phenomena
p
w
which has beeen found
on chem
mically andd morphologically disttinct interfaaces (e.g. QD/oxide
Q
ssystems38,

44
4-46

, bulk

47

semiconductor/semicconductor orr semiconducctor/liquid in
nterfaces , metal/organic
m
c polymer intterfaces48,
49

etc.). While the pinning effectts preclude tthe formation
n of Ohmic contacts
c
at innterfaces, theey can be

g an insulatiing layer beetween dono
or and accepptor.50,
generallyy bypassed by inserting

51

In order to

demonsttrate that a similar treattment couldd allow fine tuning of donor-accept
d
tor energeticcs in QD
sensitizeed oxides we prepared a sample
s
consiisting of 2 SIILAR cycless PbS QDs diirectly nucleated onto
shell/corre SiO2/SnO2 mesoporou
us electrode (details for sample prep
paration are given in ch
hapter 2).
Followinng the samee approach described
d
prreviously, wee characterizzed the imppact of a QD
D dipolar
moleculaar capping on
o ET and BET
B
dynamiccs by OPTP. As shown in figure 5.55, interfaciall electron
dynamiccs become tuunable after QD
Q moleculaar treatment in this case. Specificallyy, a sample following
f
moleculaar -2.5 Debyye Ph-COOH
H treatment show a speeed up and sllow down foor ET and BET
B
rates
respectivvely. As skeetched in figu
ure 5(B), theese results are
a consisten
nt with an inncrease (redu
uction) in
donor-accceptor Free Gibbs energy from ∆G
GET to ∆GET* (and ∆GBETT to ∆GBET*) respectively
y. Within
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this scennario, and taaking as a reeference the linear correelation betweeen ET ratess and donor-acceptor
energeticcs inferred by
b us in QD size dependdent PbSe/3M
MPA/SnO2 sy
ystems35 (3M
MPA refers here
h
to 3mercaptoopropionic acid),
a
we can
n estimate a change in donor
d
acceptor energeticss of ~80 meeV/Debye
for the P
PbS/SiO2/SnO2 system. This
T value reepresents 4-fold improveement vs preevious reporrts for insitu nuclleated QD seensitized systtems.17, 23

Figure 5.5 (A) Compaarison OPTP dynamics
d
in Q
QD/SiO2/SnO2 systems beffore (open dotts) and after (ssolid dots)
PbS QDs withh SH-C6H4-CO
OOH (-2.5 Deebye) molecullar dipoles. (B
B) Sketch illusstrating the efffect of the
capping P
molecularr QD treatmeent on system
m energetics in QD/SiO2/S
SnO2 systemss, ∆GET, ∆GBBET, ∆GET* an
nd ∆GBET*
representt donor-accepttor Free Gibbss energy for E
ET and BET reespectively.

5.4 Sum
mmary
Tuning interfacial donor-accepto
d
or energeticcs in nanostrructured systems can paave the way
y towards
a
. Regarding QD-sensitizzed oxides, relevant sysstems for
highly eefficient optooelectronic applications.
solar eneergy converssion architectures, we deemonstrate here that Ferm
mi level pinnning at QD sensitized
s
oxide innterfaces precclude tuning
g of donor-accceptor energetics by QD
D dipolar m
molecular cap
pping. By
placing an insulatingg layer betw
ween donor aand acceptorr, tuning of donor-accepptor energeticcs in QD
i enabled. The feasibillity and pottential of
sensitizeed oxides byy QD dipollar moleculaar capping is
establishhing Ohmic contacts bettween QD leevels and eleectrode conttacts must bee reevaluated on QD
sensitizeed solar cells exploiting our
o approachh – as it has the
t potential of boosting oopen circuit voltages,
and efficciencies, in complete
c
dev
vices.
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5.5 Appendix
5.5.1 The impact of QD dipolar molecular capping on QD/oxide ET efficiency
In chapter 4, we have demonstrated that the boost in QD/oxide ET efficiency induced by a specific QD
passivation treatment can be quantified by OPTP measurements. In order to interrogate experimentally
the effectiveness (e.g. bonding and packing density) of our molecular treatments on QD/oxide
electrodes grown by SILAR we follow here the same approach; where the boost in ET efficiency
(passivation efficiency, PE) can be defined as11:
PE =(Re(σ)after - Re (σ)before) / Re (σ)after),

Equation. 5.2,

here Re(σ)before and Re(σ)after refer to the OPTP plateau amplitude (when ET is ended) before and after
a specific passivation treatment. Figure 5.6 (A) shows an example of the boost in OPTP signal
monitored in a single QD/oxide sample’s spot before and after being passivated by Ph-COOH
molecules. As evident from the plot the overall real conductivity amplitude is approximately doubled
by this specific molecular capping treatment (following EQ 2, this represents a PE~100% - please note
here that this value is size dependent11 and do not necessarily refer to unity passivation quantum yield
induced by the thiol52, 53). This observation serves as a verification of an effective molecular capping
of QDs when exploiting thiol-based linkers as passivation agents2, 3. Notably, the PE value estimated
here quantitatively matches our previous findings - inferred for this exact system - when applying
atomic passivation through QD surface stoichiometry tuning from p- to n-type11 (see figure 5.6 (B), Pb
passivation). Note that as illustrated in figure 5.1, the employed molecular dipole is expected to have
an electron donating character towards the oxide surface near the SH group, which can be consistent
with a dipole/QD n-type-like interface. In figure 5.6 (B) we summarize the PE efficiency for all the
molecules analyzed in this work. The molecules defined by negative dipoles exhibit, within the noise
of our estimates, the comparable improvement in PE independently of dipole moment strength. On the
other hand, we find no difference between the PE efficiency resolved by molecules with phenyl vs.
ethyl based backbones (grey and black squared in figure 5.6 (B)) which could indicate that steric
effects potentially affecting packing density are not promoted by the molecules defined by un-
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saturatedd backbones.. As evident from figure 5.6 (B), the molecules
m
deefined by neggative dipolees exhibit
a ~2-folld improvem
ment in PE when comppared with molecules
m
defined
d
by ppositive dipo
oles; this
observattion, followiing equation
n 5.2, could simply indiicate that QD surface reelated trap acceptors
a
partially survive thee passivatio
on treatmentt when capp
ped with po
ositive dipooles (e.g. lead oxide
species388). We are innterrogating at present tthis effect, the
t outcome will not chaange the con
nclusions
derived in this workk (following equation 5.11, different packing
p
denssity will onlyy change thee inferred
slope off ∆V(μ) for positive and negative
n
dipoole regions),, then these results
r
are ouut of the sco
ope of the
present lletter and willl be reported
d elsewhere.

Figure 55.6 Passivationn efficiency (as defined inn the text) off molecules onto
o
PbS QD
Ds with differeent dipole
moments. (A) An exaample illustraating the channge in OPTP amplitude before and aftter Ph-COOH
H PbS QD
passivatioon; (2) Passivvation efficiency vs the gas phase dipole moments with
hin the range of analyzed molecules.
m
The passiivation effect with Pb atom is shown for comparison.

5.5.2 Firrst Principlee Calculation
ns
To exam
mine the bidding energy and packingg conformattions of the molecules attached on the PbS
surface aas well as thhe molecularr dipole mom
ment for thee isolated mo
olecules, wee performed the firstprinciplees calculationns.
The dipoole momentss of the isolaated moleculles listed in figure 1 (B) in the mainn text were calculated
c
with thee GAMESS package54. We
W used thee cc-pVTZ basis
b
set and
d the B3LYPP functionalls for the
optimizaation of the molecular
m
structure as weell as for com
mputing the dipole
d
momennts.
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For exploring the binding energy of the molecules on the PbS surface and packing conformations, we
calculated the total energy of the system for molecules attached on the PbS surface (Emol+PbS), the
energy of the bare PbS surface (EPbS), and the energy of the isolated molecules (Emol) with the SIESTA
code package.55 We prepared the PbS (100) and (111) surfaces within the slab model. The PbS slab
model was composed of three PbS layers, where the structure of the topmost 1 layer along the zdirection were optimized, while the atom positions for the rest of the two layers were fixed. Note that
the topmost layer in this study means that the layer where the molecules were attached. The size of the
cell was 11.872 Å × 11.872 Å × 35 Å for the (100) surface and 14.540 Å × 16.792 Å × 35 Å for the
(111) surface with periodic boundary conditions. The x- and y-directions of the cell size was set to the
experimentally measured lattice constant. We used the Troullier-Martins norm-conserving
pseudopotential56 with the Kleinman-Bylander nonlocal projector57 for describing the core electrons.
We used the PBE functions and DZP basis set. The k-points were sampled by 5 × 5 × 1. Note that the
same calculation conditions were used for all the systems of molecules absorbed on the PbS surface,
isolated molecules, and bare PbS surface. For the cases of the molecules absorbed on the PbS surface,
the H atoms next to S atoms of the thiol molecules were dissociated from the molecules and were
placed on the PbS surface where the molecules were not attached. The binding energy of a molecule
when m molecules are added onto the PbS surface where n molecules are attached (∆

→

) can be

computed from
∆

→

,

,

, Equation 5.3,

where En,PbS is the conformation energy of the system of n molecules attached on the PbS surface, Emol
is the energy of a single isolated molecule, and EPbS is the energy of the bare PbS surface. The
molecular geometries of the Ph-NO2 molecules absorbed on the PbS (111) surface as well as PbS
(100) surface are displayed in Fig. S3. The calculated bonding is plotted in Fig. 2(A) in the main text.
The angles of the molecules absorbed on the PbS surface and surface normal were calculated by using
the optimized structure for two molecules absorbed on the PbS (111) surface. The data are given in
Fig. 2(B) in the main text.
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Figure 5.7 The top vieews of the opttimized moleccular structurees. (a) Two, (b
b) four, (c) eigght, and (d) sixteen Ph( two moleccules are adsoorbed on the PbS(100)
NO2 mollecules are boonded to the PbS(111) surrface, while (e)
surface. H
H, C, N, O, S, and Pb atoms are denooted in white, sky blue, reed, blue, yello
low, and brow
wn colors,
respectiveely.

mparison with/without m
molecular pa
assivation
5.5.3 Abbsorption com
In figuree 5.8, we shoow the absorrption spectrra of QDs beefore and aftter adding off 2 dipolar molecules
m
(Ph-COO
OH with -2.55 D and Ph--NO2 with -44.76 D). A blue
b
shift ~4
40 meV of PPbS QD ban
ndgap has
been obsserved induced by molecular cappingg (for both caases).
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Figure 5.8 QD absorpption change before
b
and aftter molecular passivation (P
Ph-COOH andd Ph-NO2) for C2 PbS
on SnO2.
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Chapter 6
Interplay between Multiexciton Generation and Collection
Efficiency at Quantum Dot-Oxide Interfaces

Harvesting multiexcitons populating semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), generated by the
absorption of a single high energy photon, has been proposed as a path towards higher efficiencies
in photovoltaic devices. Although multiexciton generation (MEG) efficiency has been widely
interrogated in colloidal QD solutions, less focus has been placed on the physics regarding
multiexciton collection (MEC) at electrodes. In this work, using optical pump THz probe
spectroscopy, we investigate interfacial biexciton transfer rates and efficiency from PbS quantum
sensitizing a mesoporous SnO2 film as a function of impinging photon flux and photon excess
energy. First we interrogate MEC efficiency for photon energies below the MEG threshold
(hv/Eg<2, where biexciton regime is reached by increasing photon flux); the interfacial MEC
efficiency is dictated by the kinetic competition between QD-to-oxide electron transfer and QD
Auger recombination rates. Accordingly, we demonstrate that by reducing Auger rate in the QDs,
by partial localization of holes in a QD molecular capping shell, allowing us boosting MEC at the
QD/oxide interface. For sample’s excitation allowing MEG (hv/Eg>2) and in the 1 hv/QD excitation
regime, we find that the interfacial MEG efficiency is essentially zero. This seemingly
counterintuitive result is rationalized by efficient hot electron transfer (HET) at the QD/oxide
interface kinetically competing with impact ionization within the QDs, and thus greatly reducing
MEG efficiency.

6.1 Introduction
In a single junction photovoltaic device, the efficiency for solar energy conversion under 1 sun is
thermodynamically limited to ~33%; the so called Shockley−Queisser (SQ) limit.1 To a great extent,
this upper limit is determined to the ultrafast thermalization of highly energetic charges photogenerated by photons well exceeding material’s absorption onset.1-4 In this respect, efficiencies beyond
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the SQ limit can be in principle achieved in solar cell designs where thermal losses in the absorber are
circumvented, e.g. hot carrier solar cells5 or solar cells exploiting multiexciton generation6 (MEG, also
referred as carrier multiplication). MEG is a phenomenon in which absorption of one high energy
photon with energy at least twice of the semiconductor’s bandgap (hv/Eg>2) is capable to produce two
or more excitons7-10 by impact ionization11, 12. By detailed balance arguments the theoretical limit of
photo-conversion efficiency by exploiting MEG at 1 sun is ~44%.7,

13-15

As proven in complete

devices16, sensitization of oxide electrodes by QDs could represent an appealing route for efficient
interfacial dissociation of multiple excitons generated by MEG. The intimate contact between QD and
oxide can in principle allow ultrafast extraction of multiple charges before exciton-exciton annihilation
takes place (e.g. via Auger recombination17-19). Although a vast amount of experimental reports have
scrutinized MEG dynamics and process efficiency as a function of photon energy and fluence in
semiconducting QDs7,

9, 20-23

, to our knowledge there is only one report interrogating interfacial

biexciton dissociation dynamics and multiexciton collection (MEC) efficiency at QD/oxide interfaces;
albeit under excitation conditions not allowing MEG (hv/Eg<2). Although biexciton dynamics in QDs
induced by the absorption of 2 photons with energies hv/Eg<2 or by MEG for photon energies hv/Eg>2
are correlated24, an absolute estimate of multiexciton collection (MEC) efficiency at the QD/oxide
interface could in principle differ in both cases. This is due to the fact that MEG efficiency is
determined by the kinetic competition between impact ionization and carrier cooling within the QDs;
note that both kinetic processes are absent under hv/Eg<2 excitation conditions.
Here we interrogate for the first time biexciton dissociation dynamics (transfer rates and MEC
efficiency) in a sensitized system for photon energies below (hv/Eg<2) and above (hv/Eg>2) the energy
excitation threshold allowing MEG. When exciting QDs with photon energies below the MEG energy
onset, where the biexciton regime can be only reached under high photon flux, we find that MEC
efficiency at the QD/oxide interface is dictated, in agreement with the currently available report17, by
the

kinetic

competition

between

the

donor-to-acceptor-biexciton-dissociation

and

Auger-

recombination rates within QDs. On the other hand, contrary to expectations, when exciting QDs with
photon energies allowing MEG (hv/Eg>2) and in the 1hv/QD excitation regime, we find that the MEC
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efficiency is essentially null. This seemingly counterintuitive result is rationalized by efficient hot
electron transfer (HET) at the QD/oxide interface. By modelling the kinetic competition at the
QD/oxide surface, we resolve that MEG efficiency (both amplitude and energy onset) can be
dramatically affected by simple considering an ultrafast depopulation channel, e.g. HET transfer
towards the oxide, kinetically competing with impact ionization within the QDs.

6.2 Methods and Materials
In this work, we analyze interfacial biexciton carrier dynamics on PbS QDs directly nucleated onto
SnO2 mesoporous matrices via successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) method (as the
same system discussed in chapters 4, and 5). The nucleation of PbS QDs by SILAR was made in a
globe box under N2 conditions following a 3.5 SILAR cycles recipe the QDs are defined by a bandgap
onset of ~0.9±0.1 eV (estimated by absorption spectrum). This growth recipe provides a good
passivation scheme for the QDs by surface stoichiometry tuning, as we have shown in chapter 4.
Carrier dynamics were interrogated by optical pump THz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy and the detailed
working principle are given in chapter 2. In this work the samples under study were optically
photoexcited by 800 nm and 400 nm laser pulses as a function of photon flux density; importantly for
both excitation conditions we found null OPTP real conductivity signal on bare SnO2 electrodes (gap
~3.5 eV). In order to prevent sample photo-oxidation during OPTP characterisation, all measurements
were conducted under vacuum (~1.4*10-4 mbar); under these conditions the OPTP signal remained
constant for measuring times exceeding 12 hours.

6.3 Results and Discussions
6.3.1 Interfacial biexciton dynamics for hv/Eg<2 pump excitation: QD to oxide ET rates
Figure 6.1(A) shows OPTP data normalized to the dynamics at 1.1.ns for PbS QDs sensitizing SnO2 as
a function of 800nm pump fluence (between ~3.87*1014 and ~1.11*1016 photons/cm2; these estimates
are corrected for reflection and transmission losses in the samples, see the discussion in the Appendix
6.5.1). The OPTP dynamics reveal a pump induced rise of real conductivity representing electron
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transfer (ET) processes taking place from the QD to the oxide. The rise is followed by a slow long
lived decay representing back ET processes (BET) from oxide CB towards the QDs and/or oxide
surface states25. For fluences <2.5 *1015 photons/cm2 we find invariant OPTP dynamics referring to
the single exciton regime (X, 1hv/QD excitation). A single-stretched-exponential ingrowth which
amplitude is modulated by an exponential decay fits the data well; back solid line in figure 6.1(A)
provides

= 4.2±0.2 ps and

= 14.7±0.3 ns respectively with β=0.58±0.1. On the other hand, for

excitation fluences >2.5 *1015 photons/cm2, the OPTP dynamics become fluence dependent; under
these conditions the OPTP dynamics are contributed by a mixture of ET processes taking place from
QDs hosting single excitons and multiexcitons respectively.26 In this respect, the multiexciton
contribution to the OPTP dynamics can be disentangled by simply subtracting low and high fluence
OPTP data as shown in figure 6.1(B). Notably, the amplitude regarding multiexciton dynamics scales
linearly with fluence as shown in the inset of figure 6.1(B); in addition, normalized multiexciton
dynamics are invariant vs photon density as shown in figure 6.1(C). These observations allow us to
conclude that, under our experimental conditions, the disentangled multiexciton contribution to the
OPTP dynamics shown in figure 6.1(B-C) represent primarily the biexciton regime (XX). Black dotted
line in the figure 6.1(C) represent the best fit to the XX dynamics following the same fitting protocol
employed before for the X regime where β=0.58±0.1 was kept constant. Figure 6.1(D) summarizes the
obtained transfer rates defining ET and BET components for 3 different PbS/SnO2 samples in the X
and XX regime respectively (

,

,

, and

). As evident from figure 6.1(D), both the ET

and the BET rates are fasten by ~1 and ~2 orders of magnitude respectively in XX regime when
compared with the X regime. Faster ET and BET rates can be tentatively rationalized by assuming an
enhancement in donor-acceptor interfacial energetics and/or donor-acceptor coupling strength in the
XX regime when compared with the X regime; both effects have been shown by us and others to
strongly speed up donor to acceptor rates in the X regime on QD sensitized systems.27-30,25 This simple
picture could be consistent with reports showing a QD energy onset blue shift ranging from tens to
few hundreds meVs as consequence of negative bi-exciton QD binding energies (see the discussion in
the Appendix 6.5.2); the strength of the blue shift being dependent on QD sample composition, size31,
32

, shape32 and strain33.
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Figure 6.1 (A) OPTP electron transsfer dynamicss, normalized at ~1ns, as a function of 8800nm pump excitation
flux for P
PbS QDs sensiitizing a SnO2 mesoporous film; black lin
ne represent best
b fit followiing the model described
in the texxt; (B) Disentaangled biexcito
on (XX) OPT
TP dynamics. The
T inset show
ws a linear corrrelation betw
ween pump
fluence aand OPTP XX
X amplitude; (C) Normalizzed XX dynaamics; black line
l
representt best fit follo
owing the
model deescribed in thhe text. (D) Fluence
F
depenndent X and XX ET and BET rates ffor 3 differen
nt samples
followingg same preparaation and meaasurement prootocols.

mics for hv/E
Eg<2 pump excitation:
e
QD
Q to oxide E
ET efficiency
cy
6.3.2 Intterfacial biexxciton dynam
While thhe dynamicss discussed before
b
clearlly reflect intterfacial ET processes inn the XX reegime for
hv/Eg<2 photon eneergies, moree relevant fo
for device performance
p
is to quanttify the mulltiexciton
collectioon (MEC) effficiency at the
t QD/oxidee electrode. This inform
mation can bee quantified from our
data as ffollows; for excitation
e
deensities <2.5**1015 photon
ns/cm2 we ressolve a lineaar correlation
n between
OPTP am
mplitude andd photon flux
x (black dotss in figure 6..2(A)). The obtained
o
sloppe is assumeed here as
a referennce accountinng for 100% X ET dissocciation efficiiency, meaning that each absorbed ph
hoton in a
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QD generate 1e in the oxide CB (1e/1hv; see green line in figure 6.2(A)). We can extrapolate that
slope for fluences >2.5*1015 photons/cm2; this projection set the MEC upper limit efficiency at the
oxide electrode in the XX regime (2e/2hv; see green line in figure 6.2(A)). In the XX regime, the
weights of the maximum amplitudes for NX and NXX dynamics at a given fluence can be disentangled
from OPTP data as discussed previously, resulting in linear dependences within the analyzed range of
fluences (solid black and dotted blue lines in figure 6.2(A) for NX and NXX contributions respectively).
Finally, the difference at any given photon flux between the NXX contribution and the upper threshold
XX efficiency (2e/2hv) slope accounts for Auger-related recombination losses taking place within the
QDs hosting biexcitons (red area in figure 6.2(A)). In this respect, the MEC efficiency can be simply
inferred by the ratio between the measured and upper limit XX contributions; or analogously by the
ratio between MEC gain at the oxide electrode and Auger losses within the QDs by ηMEC=(

).

From figure 6.2(A) we obtain a MEC efficiency of ~55 ±3% for the analyzed PbS/SnO2 samples. This
figure implies that, on average, QDs populated with biexcitons are only able to transfer to the oxide
1.10 ±0.06 electrons per 2 absorbed photons; or equivalently that 90 ±6% of the XX populating QDs
recombine efficiently via Auger-related processes. From the latter estimates, we can infer a QD
averaged Auger relaxation lifetime of τAug~0.33 ps (assuming a kinetic model involving neutrally and
positively charged biexcitons17, 26, see the detailed discussion in Appendix 6.5.3). This rough estimate
is consistent with the one that can be inferred from the reported linear correlation between biexciton
Auger rates and nanocrystal volume (τAug~1.5 ps).7, 26, 34, 35
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Figure 66.2 OPTP Real conductivity maximum amplitude co
ontributions from
f
single eexcitons and biexcitons
b
populatioons at the oxidde CB as a fu
unction of num
mber of absorrbed photons under 800nm
m excitation. Black
B
dash
line indiccates the fluennce threshold above
a
which 22hv/QD excittation conditio
ons are reacheed in the samp
ples. Grey,
green andd red areas reppresent the contribution to O
OPTP signalss arising from single excitonns (X), biexcitons (XX)
and Auger recombinaation losses within
w
the QD
Ds. Panel (A)) and (B) rep
presenting PbbS QD/SnO2 sensitized
where QDs are passivated by
b lead atoms or 4-mercapto
obenzoic acid
d ligands (4-M
MBA) respectiv
vely.
samples w

In orderr to validatee that a simp
ple kinetic ccompetition between intterfacial XX
X transfer an
nd Auger
recombinnation rates within the dots determ
mine MEC efficiency
e
fo
or hv/Eg<2 photon enerrgies, we
interrogaated the imppact of reducced QD Augeer rate on MEC
M
efficiency. It has beeen recognizzed in the
literaturee that total or
o partial holle localizatioon towards th
he QD cappiing shell, e.gg. by exploitting coreshell typpe II band aliignment, allo
ows for enhaancing Augerr lifetimes in
n the QDs.36-338 In this linee, several
reports ddemonstratedd that QD ho
ole wavefuncction partiallly delocalizes towards thhe shell in th
hiol-based
moleculaarly capped QDs39-43. Fo
ollowing thoose reports, we prepared
d new PbS/SSnO2 samples where
passivatiion of the doots was achieved by 4-M
Mercaptobenzzoic acid (4--MBA) ligannds. Before analyzing
a
MEC eff
fficiency at the
t QD/oxidee interface, w
we experimeentally verifiied that the nnewer QD molecular
m
capping treatment was
w not affecting ET annd BET ratees in the X regime, neitther introduccing new
recombinnation paths competing with the preeviously addrressed dynam
mics from Pbb terminated
d dots (as
discussed in figure 5.4
5 and figu
ure 5.6 in chhapter 5). Th
hese results allow
a
us to eestablish quantitative
correlations betweenn MEC efficiencies inferrred from Pb
b- and 4-MB
BA-passivateed QD/SnO2 samples.
Figure 66.2(B) illustrate the weig
ghts of the m
maximum am
mplitudes for NX and NXXX dynamics at
a a given
fluence ffor samples passivated with
w 4-MBA
A. From this data, the infferred MEC efficiency for
f the 4-
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MBA passivated QDs equals ~75 ±5%. This figure implies that on average 1.5 ±0.1 electrons are
injected towards the oxide from QDs populated by biexcitons. The boost in interfacial MEC efficiency
for 4-MBA capped QDs when compared with Pb capped QDs is consistent with the expected
reduction in Auger recombination lifetime anticipated for the latter (with an estimate of τAug(4-MBA)=
2 ps; see the detailed discussion in Appendix 6.5.3). Our results are fully consistent with the
observations made by Zidek et al.17, in which they have analyzed MEC efficiency in CdSe QDs
sensitizing ZnO with photon energies hv/Eg<2 (biexcitons generated as a function of photon flux). In
their work, they found a QD size dependent maximum MEC efficiency peaking at ~70% which was
codetermined by the sequential kinetic competition between interfacial charge transfer processes and
Auger dynamics in QDs.

6.3.3 Biexciton electron transfer dynamics for hv/Eg>2 photon energies
As discussed before, in order to MEG in sensitized architectures, it is mandatory to interrogate
interfacial biexciton dissociation dynamics in the hv/Eg>2 regime. In order to evaluate any gain in
MEC efficiency induced by MEG we analyzed OPTP interfacial dissociation dynamics for 4MBA/QD/oxide samples as a function of 800nm and 400nm photon excitations in the 1hv per QD
excitation regime (fluences <2.5 *1015photons/cm2). If MEG is efficient under 400nm pump excitation
in our QDs (hv/Eg~3.4), a stepper slope for the OPTP real conductivity amplitude dependence with
photon flux should be obtained when compared with 800nm excitation. Note here that MEG studies on
isolated QDs of similar gap under similar excitation conditions revealed MEG efficiencies in the range
15-25%35, 44, 45 (with hv/Eg ~3.1), well above our detection limit. Contrary to expectations, we find
nearly identical slopes for both excitation energies, indicating that MEG efficiency in the QDs is null
in our systems. A closer look to the OPTP dynamics under 800nm and 400nm allow us to rationalize
this observation. In figure 6.3(B) we compare the obtained dynamics under 400nm and 800nm
excitation in the 1hv/QD excitation regime. Although we experimentally resolve that the 400nm pump
excitation fastens the ET rate, both the OPTP maximum amplitude as well as the inferred BET rates
are barely affected when comparing both excitation conditions. These observations, together with the
lack of MEG resolved in figure 6.3(A) can be explained by simply assuming that hot carrier extraction
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is achievved in our syystem under 400nm exciitation (hv/E
Eg~3.4). In siimple terms, hot electron
n transfer
induced by pump exxcess energy can be ratioonalized by an
a enhancem
ment of donorr-acceptor ET
T driving
energy aand couplingg strength. Su
ub-100fs hott electron traansfer lifetim
mes have beeen reported by
b us and
other autthors to be efficient
e
from
m lead salt Q
QDs towards TiO2 electro
odes4, 46; the resolved rise time of
OPTP daata for the saamples analy
yzed here undder 400nm ex
xcitation (<120 fs) is perrfectly consisstent with
HET proocesses takinng place at th
he strongly ccoupled PbS//SnO2 interfaace. Analyziing HET is out
o of the
scope off this paper; a detailed characterizati
c
ion of the naature of the process is uunderway and will be
reportedd elsewhere. The most important
i
ouutcome of th
he results sh
hown in figgure 6.3(A-B
B) is that
ultrafast donor-accepptor ET (e.g.. hot electronn transfer, HET)
H
can kinetically com
mpete with QD impact
ionizatioon (II, triggeering MEG); so ultrafast extraction of
o charges, a priori expeccted to comp
pete only
with Augger recombinnation in the dots, is founnd to be ablee to compete kinetically w
with MEG generation
itself.

Figure 6.3 (A) Fluence dependence of the real coonductivity maaximum ampllitude obtainedd for QD/SnO
O2 samples
(
line) and 400nm (reed line) pump
p conditions in
n the 1hv/QD
D excitation reegime. (B)
excited uunder 800nm (black
OPTP intterfacial carrieer dynamics in
n QD/SnO2 saamples for 800
0nm and 400 nm
n excitationn (hv/Eg<2 and
d hv/Eg>2
respectiveely) in the 1hvv/QD excitatio
on regime.

In order to further veerify that thee results sum
mmarized in figure 6.3(A
A) refer uniquuely to single exciton
dynamiccs in the sam
mples indepeendently of hhv/Eg photon
n energy, wee performed OPTP meassurements
under 4000nm excitattion for fluen
nces >2.5 *11015 photonss/cm2; then for
f fluences aable to reach
h the XX
regime bby 2 photon absorption processes.
p
A
As demonstraated in the previous
p
secttion, interfaccial MEC
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efficienccy induced byy photon flu
ux in the 2hv//QD regime is defined by
y the kinetic competition
n between
donor-too-acceptor traansfer rate an
nd Auger-reccombination rate within the
t QDs. In tthis respect, provided
that photon excess energy
e
does not change Auger recom
mbination rate within thee dots11, HE
ET should
reveal a boost in ME
EC efficienccy under 4000nm excitatio
on condition
ns. Indeed, as illustrated in figure
6.4(A), we resolve that MEC efficiency
e
appproaches un
nity under 400nm
4
excittation in thee 2hv/QD
excitatioon regime evven for samp
ples passivatted by surfacce stoichiom
metry tuning.. In figure 6.4(B)
6
we
present tthe disentanggled XX OPT
TP dynamicss under 800n
nm and 400n
nm excitationn; the overlaap for XX
dynamiccs under 4000nm and 800
0nm excitati on is fully consistent
c
with pure bi-eexciton dynaamics for
photon eenergies hv/E
Eg>2; supporting that ME
EG has a neg
gligible contribution to M
MEC efficienccy for the
analyzedd samples.

Figure 6.4 (A) Fluence dependence of the real coonductivity maaximum ampllitude obtainedd for QD/SnO
O2 samples
which 2hv/QD excitation
excited unnder 400nm (green line); black dash linee indicates the fluence threshold above w
conditionns are reachedd in the samplles. (B) OPT
TP interfacial carrier dynam
mics in QD/SnnO2 samples for
f 800nm
(black linne, hv/Eg<2) and
a 400 nm (red line, hv/Egg>2) pump in the 2hv/QD excitation regim
me.

k
comp
petition betweeen MEG an
nd MEC
6.3.4 Moodeling the kinetic
In order to generalizze our findin
ngs, we moddel here the interplay
i
bettween an ultr
trafast compeeting QD
depopulaation channeel and impact ionization in ~3nm in diameter
d
PbS
Se QDs; for this system MEG on
works concluded that
isolated QDs and ME
EC towards a TiO2 electrrode have been reported. Theoretical w
the origiin of MEG relates
r
with impact
i
ionizaation, and th
hat the upperr limit efficieency of the process
p
is
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determinned by the kinetic
k
comp
petition betw
ween hot caarrier relaxattion and im
mpact ionizattion rates
within thhe QDs11, 12. In figure 5((A) we plot the impact ionization
i
raate (KII; solidd green line))11, 47 and
bulk-likee intraband relaxation
r
rate (KRel ~0.833eV/ps; solid
d orange linee)48 as a funnction hv/Eg for
f ~3nm
in diameeter PbSe QD
Ds. From theese rates we ccan infer thee upper limit for MEG eff
fficiency as a function
of photoon excess eneergy by

%

, see black
k line in figu
ure 5(B). In figure 5(A) and 5(B)

we analyyze the effecct of adding an ultrafast pprocess, e.g.. HET, comp
peting with iimpact ionizaation and
relaxatioon rates on MEG efficieency (

%

; daashed lines cconsidering KHET/KRel

ratios frrom 0 to 1000 in figure 5(B)). As eevident from
m figure 5(B
B), increasing
ng the KHET/K
KRel ratio
dramaticcally reducess MEG efficciency at a ggiven energy
y and notably
y, even channges the enerrgy onset
where M
MEG efficienncy becomees active. Inn figure 5(B), black dotts represent the MEC efficiency
e
inferred from photoccurrent meassurements in samples con
nsisting on 3nm
3
PbSe doots sensitizin
ng a TiO2
electrodee.16 From ouur modeling a HET ratee of ~100fs fit the experimental datta rather well; which
agrees qquite well with the ~50fs HET rate innferred by ultrafast
u
specttroscopy4, 46 for the samee system.
The moddeling preseented here fu
ully supportss our experiimental obseervations in PbS/SnO2 sensitized
s
systems,, and allow us
u to conclud
de that ultraffast collection
n of photogeenerated elecctrons at the electrode
can be ddetrimental foor MEG efficciency.

Figure 66.5 MEG genneration efficiiency with HE
ET as a com
mpeting chann
nel for 3nm PPbSe QDs. (A
A) Impact
ionizationn rate (KII, grreen solid linee) and electroon thermalizattion rate (KRell, orange solidd line) as a fu
unction of
hv/Eg. Daashed lines reepresent QD-tto-oxide hot eelectron transsfer rates (KHET
)
assuming
K
/K
rat
tios
in the
H
HET Rel
range 0-1100; (B) MEG
G efficiency in the 2<hv/Eg<
<3 energy range for KHET/K
KRel ratios in thhe range 0-100
0.
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Interestingly, we believe that our simple modeling could explain the disparity on MEG efficiency
estimates reported in literature for a single system by simply assuming the existence of an ultrafast
trapping component competing with hot charge relaxation. Note that hot trapping in QDs has been
indeed reported in lead salt dots by other authors49, 50, and also that the speed of trapping at the QD
surface is simply proportional to trap acceptor density (scaling linearly with QD surface area25, see
chapter 4). Further experimental efforts are needed to unravel whether the density of traps involved in
hot charge trapping correlates with MEG efficiency as illustrated in figure 5. It is also worth mention,
that the simple modeling depicted here –where KRel relates with PbSe LO multi-phonon bulk like
relaxation – sets the upper threshold MEG efficiency for 3nm PbSe QDs as 76% for photon energies
between 2 and 3 times the bandgap of the absorber. Aiming square-like MEG efficiency response in
the 2<hv/Eg<3 excitation photon range, towards maximum device photoconversion efficiency, will
require exploiting QDs where bulk-like carrier thermalization rates are at least one order of magnitude
slower than impact ionization rates.

6.4 Summary
To summarize, using optical pump THz probe spectroscopy we interrogate multiexciton collection
(MEC) efficiency in QD sensitized system as a function of impinging photon flux, QD surface
chemistry and photon excess energy. For photon energies hv/Eg<2, where the biexciton regime is
accessible only by increasing photon flux impinging the samples, MEC efficiency is simply dictated
by the kinetic competition between interfacial donor-to-acceptor ET and QD Auger-recombination
rates. As a result, reducing Auger rate, e.g. by localization of holes in the outer QD shell, allows
boosting the interfacial MEC efficiency in sensitized systems. For photon energies hv/Eg>2, where
biexcitons can be readily accessible by the absorption of one high energy photon, we find that MEG
efficiency is null in our system. This is correlated with ultrafast hot ET transfer processes competing
efficiently against MEG generation in the QDs. Modelling allow us to conclude that that MEG
efficiency estimates (both amplitude and energy onset) can be completely weighted by an ultrafast
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depopulation channel (e.g. HET transfer towards the oxide) kinetically competing with impact
ionization in the QDs.

6.5 Appendix
6.5.1 Characterization of transmission and reflection losses
The transmission and reflection losses have been characterized. The measurement geometry is shown
as in the figure 6.6, in which the sample is placed inside a cryostat with the front and back window
materials of quartz. The incident pump intensity I0, and transmission intensity Itr are measured for
each fluence used. For the reflection loss, the loss related to one reflection at the front and back
windows are considered. According to the Fresnel’s equations, and given the refractive index 1.5 for
the quartz, one can estimate the loss Iref (from the front window), and I’ref (from the back window) as:
Iref=I0*(nwindow - nair)2/(nwindow+ nair)2=I0*(1.5-1)2/(1.5+1)2=0.04I0; Equation 6.1
I’ref=(I0-Iref-Iabs)*0.04=(0.96I0-Iabs)*0.04; Equation 6.2
By considering the conservation of light flux in the system,
Iabs=I0-Iref-I’ref-Itr=I0-0.04I0-(0.96I0-Iabs)*0.04-Itr Equation 6.3
One can obtain:
Iabs=0.96I0-1.04Itr;

Equation 6.4
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Figure 66.6 The measuurement geom
metry for calcculating the real
r
absorption
n of the sampple by monitoring the
incomingg and transmittted light inten
nsity.

6.5.2 Disscussion on XX binding energy in ou
ur system
The presence of bieexcitons witthin a quanttum dot can
n strongly perturb
p
systeem energeticcs due to
Coulombbic interactioons. The bestt way to desccribe such in
nteraction is to
t introduce the biexciton
n binding
energy δδEXX, which can be defin
ned as δEXXX =2EX - EXXX; where EXXX and EX are single and biexciton
b
energies. In simple terms
t
the strrength and ssign of the biexciton
b
bin
nding energyy contain infformation
about thee nature of thhe columbic interaction w
within the QDs. When δE
EXX is positivve, the EXX trransitions
move doownward in energy as a consequencce of exciton-exciton co
olumbic attraaction, whicch can be
expectedd on systems with similarr spatial distrributions of electron
e
and hole wavefuunctions. On the other
hand, if δδEXX is negaative, EXX tran
nsitions movve upward in energy refleecting a stronng columbic repulsion
between the excitonss, which can be promote d by distinctt spatial locaalization withhin the nanoccrystal of
3 51, 52
electron and hole wavefunctions
w
s, e.g. in typpe II core-sh
hell dots.33, 37,
In orrder to quan
ntitatively

correlatee the boost inn rates resolv
ved in figuree 6.1 (D) witth system energetics, onee can in principle aim
inferringg biexciton binding
b
energ
gies by moniitoring XX in
nduced shiftss in emissionn or absorptio
on due to
columbicc interactionns. For our saample geomeetry such atteempt is not possible, as em
mission is su
uppressed
due to thhe oxide elecctrode, absorrbance is brooaden and reeduced due to
o the inhomoogeneous disstribution
of QD ssizes and strrong couplin
ng with the oxide accep
ptor. In this respect, a qqualitative discussion
d
describinng the boost of ET in the XX regime is only doab
ble here.
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For the epitaxial grown strained PbS QDs analyze here25, is likely that the distribution of electron and
hole charge density in the bi-exciton regime is asymmetric (e.g. due to distinct nature of surface
chemistry and strain at the bare PbS surface and contacted PbS/SnO2 interface); in this respect some
degree of charge localization is expected that should be linked to a broadening on QD emission onset
(negative bi-exciton binding energy, δEXX).

6.5.3 Estimation of Auger rate based on XX collection efficiency
In theory, the probability (P) of extracting 2 electrons out of an exciton states in QDs is determined by
2 consequential competitions: (1) between transferring the first electron and biexciton Auger
recombination, and (2) between transferring the second electron and corresponding trion Auger
recombination. That is:

∗

in which,
,

and
and

∗

, Equation 6.5,

are probability of transferring first electron and second electron out,

,

represent dissociation rate for first and second electron, and Auger rate in the

XX and trion (XX+) states respectively.
In equation 6.5,

and

can be readily obtained by fitting ET dynamics in X and XX regime. P

can be obtained by converting the biexciton ETXX efficiency ηXX as:
P=2 ηXX-1, Equation 6.6,
This relationship is based on the fact that in the biexciton states, at least one electron out of two can be
extracted even if the Auger is dominant.17 Now in equation 6.5, the only 2 unknown parameters are
and

. It is worth to noting that, it has been theoretically proposed53 and experimentally

demonstrated54 that the XX Auger process can be considered as a superposition of two independent
decay pathways consisting of positive- and negative-trion (X-) channels, resulting in:
2∗

2∗

, Equation 6.7,
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is the negative-trion Auger rate. By assuming a symmetric decay rate (

Where

), one

can get:
/4 , Equation 6.8,
Combined equation 6.5, 6.6, and 6.8, one can get:

∗

Based on equation 6.9,

/

2

1 , Equation 6.9,

can be estimated with knowing the rest parameters.
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Chapter 7
Unity Hot Electron Transfer Quantum Yield in Quantum Dot
Sensitized Mesoporous Oxides at Room Temperature

Charge thermalization processes represent one of the major efficiency losses in a solar converter.
Thermal looses can in principle be circumvented if hot carrier extraction towards selective contacts
is faster than intraband relaxation in the absorber (e.g. in the so called hot carrier solar cells).
Previous works reported that extraction of hot electrons is feasible in QD sensitized systems, yet
only at low temperature (e.g. when carrier cooling is inhibited). In chapter 6, hot electron transfer
(HET) was demonstrated to be competitive with impact ionization and relaxation processes in
PbS/SnO2 samples at room temperature. Here we analyze the underling photophysics governing
HET rate and efficiency in this system. We demonstrate that interfacial HET efficiency is simply
determined by the kinetic competition between QD-to-oxide charge transfer and electron cooling
within the QD. In this respect, HET can be tuned by increasing photon excess energy and by
lowering sample’s temperature. Sub-120 fs HET rates with unity quantum yield efficiency are
observed for ≥1 eV excess energies of hot electrons at room temperature. Our results set the design
principles for circumventing thermal losses in sensitized systems, which are promising candidates
for low cost solar energy conversion schemes.

7.1 Introduction
In 1961 Shockley and Queisser established theoretically the limiting efficiency for single bandgap
solar converters as ~33.5% under 1 sun illumination.1 This upper limit is dictated ultimately by a
trade-off between two competing major losses in the absorber, which are: (i) the inability to absorb
photons with energy less than the absorber bandgap and (ii) the ultrafast cooling of hot carriers
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generated by the absorption of photons with energies well exceeding bandgap energy2, 3. The latter loss
mechanism accounts for a ~33% efficiency drop in optimized ~1 eV bandgap single absorber solar
cells,4 but could, in principle, be circumvented if hot carriers are extracted towards selective contacts
faster than intraband relaxation in the absorber takes place (e.g. in hot carrier solar cells).4, 5 In the
quest for realizing “hot carrier solar cells”4, much attention has been paid to prevent thermal losses in
the absorbers. In bulk semiconductors, carrier cooling proceeds within picoseconds following
primarily a sequential cascade of electron-phonon interactions (multiphonon relaxation).3, 6, 7 Although
initial reports suggested multiphonon relaxation processes to be inefficient in quantum dot
nanocrystals near the band edges (the “phonon bottleneck effect”)8, further research demonstrated that
the phonon-bottleneck effect can be bypassed by Auger-like electron-hole interactions.9-11 Indeed
decoupling of electron and hole wavefunctions in type II core-shell QDs has proven capable for
making the phonon bottleneck effect active; as evident from hot electron lifetimes above nanosecond
time scales.12
Previous reports dealt mainly with inhibiting relaxation processes near the QD bandedge, where
discretization of energy levels makes the phonon-bottleneck an appealing aspect for preventing hot
carrier cooling. However, for high excess energies, relaxation in QDs proceeds as in their bulk
counterparts13, 14, via multiphonon relaxation. These processes occur within ps timescales, so when
aiming harvesting high energy hot carriers will require a different approach. For a system were
ultrafast hot relaxation dynamics are fixed (e.g. determined by phonon-electron scattering), one could
aim collecting hot carries by engineering ultrafast interfacial extraction rate towards the contacts. In
this respect, strongly coupled quantum dot sensitized oxides systems in which the donor-acceptor
coupling strength is enhanced by means of short conjugated bridges in between QD and oxide, as
described in chapter 3, could represent a practical way for extracting hot carriers in ultrafast time
scales.15, 16 Indeed, two reports have demonstrated hot electron transfer in QD sensitized oxide systems
by tuning interfacial chemistry to enhance the coupling strength between PbSe QDs and TiO2
electrodes17, 18, yet HET appears to be efficient only at very low temperatures (e.g. at 77 K). A recent
work from us suggests that HET could indeed happen as well at room temperature for this system19.
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In all these works17-19, HET was resolved from the 1Pe states of QDs to TiO2. Still, little is known
about the nature of HET for a given system as a function of photon excess energy for HET, and
whether HET is possible from the bulk-like QD states at room T. Additionally, quantitative estimates
of HET efficiency for a given system are lacking, and high efficiency of HET process is essential for
realization of hot carrier solar cells.
In this chapter, we demonstrate by THz spectroscopy that HET efficiency with unity quantum yield
can be achieved at room temperature in strongly coupled PbS QD/SnO2 interfaces21 (the same system
that was discussed in chapters 4, 5, and 6). Furthermore, we illustrate that the quantum yield for HET
efficiency is basically defined by the kinetic competition between interfacial HET rate and cooling
rates within the QDs. Accordingly, increasing photon excess energy (e.g. increase the donor-acceptor
coupling strength), and/or reducing carrier cooling rate by lowering system’s temperature can increase
the HET rate and process efficiency.

7.2 Methods and Materials
For monitoring sub-ps HET rate, we have used optical pump THz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy. PbS
QDs used in this study are nucleated by following a 1 to 4 SILAR cycle recipe. The bandgap of QDs
inferred from reflectance as described in chapter 4 are: 1.25±0.1 (C1), 1.0 ±0.1 (C2), 0.90±0.1 (C3)
and 0.83 ±0.1eV (C4) respectively (where Cn denotes the number of SILAR cycles).

7.3 Results and Discussions
7.3.1 Efficient hot electron transfer (HET) at room temperature: the role of electron excess energy
If thermal losses in the QDs compete efficiently with interfacial ET processes in our samples, ET will
take place from cold states, and one should resolve ET dynamics to be invariant on pump energy. In
contrast, as shown in figure 7.1(A) (taking C3 as an example), we observed clearly distinct ET
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions

In spite of their potential, photovoltaics represent only a tiny fraction of current global energy sources
nowadays. For turning this scenario around, it is necessary to achieve low cost-high efficiency
solutions for the direct conversion of sunlight into electricity. For overcoming the high production
costs of traditional solar cells based on silicon, new solar cell concepts and protocols employing e.g.
cheap, abundant and solution-processable materials as light absorbers have been developed in the
recent years.
Within this scenario, quantum dot-sensitized solar cells (QDSSCs) represent a promising low-cost
photovoltaic technology that has demonstrated a sharp rise in efficiency performance in the past
decade. Despite these efforts, the <10% efficiency of current QDSSCs designs is still too low to be
competitive with established technologies. While the low cost is attractive, further research efforts
need to focus on photoconversion efficiency improvement: a mandatory step for potential
commercialization of QDSSCs in the future. To this end, the work included in this thesis was
dedicated to understand and to potentially overcome the fundamental constraints limiting QDSSC
device efficiencies, with a particular focus on analyzing carrier dynamics at the sensitized interfaces
by THz spectroscopy. The operation of a QDSSC is complex: it relies on the kinetic competition
between charge transfer and trapping processes across hybrid interfaces, as well as on transport and
trapping dynamics taking place at the electrodes. In this thesis, we focused primarily on unveiling the
nature and tuning of interfacial electron transfer (ET) processes from the quantum dot (QD) sensitizer
towards the mesoporous oxide electrode. The results discussed and summarized in this thesis revealed
new pathways in order to boost efficiencies of QDSSCs by targeting: (i) improvements in device’s
open circuit voltages (VOC) by reducing thermal energy losses at QD/oxide interfaces, and (ii)
improvements in short circuit currents (JSC) by suppressing trapping processes in QD/oxide electrodes.

8.1 Reducing thermal energy losses at QD/oxide electrodes
When ET takes place from the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of QDs towards the
oxide conduction band (CB), an associated thermal loss at the interface needs to be considered for
estimating the solar cell’s maximum efficiency. The thermal energy loss at the electrode is linked to
the need of paying a certain amount of energy (commonly referred to ET driving excess energy, ∆G)
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for dissociating excitons at the interface. A fundamental question arises here: what is the minimum
energy offset required to transfer electrons from the QD to the electrode? Aiming to reduce the value
of donor-acceptor ∆G while keeping the interfacial ET rate still fast, we have interrogated the role of
the donor-acceptor coupling strength and QD surface dipole moment on ET dynamics in chapters 3
and 5.
In chapter 3 we demonstrated that for a fixed value of ∆G, ET rates from QD donor to oxide acceptor
can be fastened by systematically shortening the length of molecular linkers between them. These
results are rationalized by assuming a simple model of a tunneling process taking place from QDs to
oxide: the molecular linker acts simply as a resistor towards current flow between QDs and oxides,
and the QD/oxide coupling strength exponentially decays with respect to donor-acceptor distance.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that for a fixed donor-acceptor distance defined by the molecular
bridge, unsaturated molecular bridges imposed a smaller tunneling barrier height than those based on
saturated hydrocarbons (e.g. when comparing SH-[C6H4]n-COOH and SH-[CH2]n-COOH bridges.
Remarkably, we found that the decay factors of the tunneling processes obtained from the ET rates
were in quantitative agreement with reported values from conductance measurements through single
molecules and self-assembled monolayers. Achieving ultrafast ET processes by enhancing donorbridge-acceptor coupling strength through interfacial chemistry engineering can release constrain
related with aiming reduced ∆G losses in QDSSC designs.
In chapter 5 the impact of QD dipolar molecular capping as a mean to tune interfacial energetics (∆G)
was investigated. We found that, Fermi level pinning effects at the QD/oxide interface can completely
preclude the tuning of the interfacial energetics by QD molecular capping. In this respect, we further
demonstrated that tunability of ∆G is enabled after inserting an insulating layer in between QD/donor
and oxide acceptor phases. These results offer new design principles for reducing thermal losses at
QD/oxide interfaces, and open the path for improved photoconversion efficiencies on QD-sensitized
systems beyond the thermal losses associated with ∆G.
Additionally, an ambitious strategy for boosting photoconversion efficiencies beyond the Shockley–
Queisser limit relies on preventing thermal losses at the absorbers: e.g. those associated with cooling
of hot carrier after the absorption of photons with energies above the bandgap. In this thesis we have
analyzed two approaches for circumventing thermal losses within QDs: multiexciton generation and
collection, and hot carrier extraction at oxide interfaces.
Multiexciton generation (MEG) is a process where a high energy photon (hv>2Eg) can produce at least
two excitons. During the last decades, most of the research focused on MEG was devoted to
investigate the underlying physics of the processes in isolated QD systems. For implementing MEG in
real devices, multiexciton collection (MEC) at electrodes is critical but has not been extensively
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studied yet. In chapter 6 we studied MEC rates and efficiencies in QD/oxide electrodes as a function
of QD photon excess energy. Firstly we have interrogated MEC efficiency for photon energies below
the MEG threshold (hv/Eg<2, where biexciton regime is reached by increasing photon flux); the
interfacial MEC efficiency is found to determine by the kinetic competition between QD-to-oxide
electron transfer and QD Auger recombination rates. For excitations allowing MEG (hv>2Eg) in QDs,
the MEG efficiency in the 1hv/QD excitation regime was essentially zero, while collection efficiency
of biexciton generated in the 2hv/QD regime can reach nearly 100%. This seemingly counterintuitive
result was rationalized by efficient hot electron transfer (HET) at the QD/oxide interface kinetically
competing with impact ionization (II): a key step for efficient MEG efficiency in the QDs. Our results
provided new fundamental insights into exploiting MEG effects in nanostructured systems efficiently.
In chapter 7 we analyzed the photophysics of hot electron transfer (HET) processes taking place in
QD/oxide electrodes. Although HET was demonstrated in chapter 6 to reduce the MEG efficiency, it
could however be quite relevant for hot carrier solar cell designs. In this chapter we demonstrated that
by enhancing the donor-acceptor coupling by increasing the photon pump excess energy, HET
efficiency can reach unity quantum efficiency yield at room temperature. On the other hand, we
demonstrated that samples displaying less efficient HET can reach unity quantum efficiency yield as
well by reducing the sample temperature and thereby inhibiting thermal losses in the QDs. These
results rationalize the underlying physics regarding HET at QD/oxide electrodes, offering new avenues
to exploit efficient extraction of hot carriers in sensitized protocols.

8.2 Boosting JSC by preventing surface trapping at QD/oxide electrodes
In chapter 4 and a section of chapter 5 we discussed our attempts to prevent recombination losses in
QD/oxide architectures by different passivation schemes (e.g. inorganic or organic in nature). These
engineering efforts are crucial for boosting photocurrents in solar cell converters.
In chapter 4 we demonstrated that QDs can be passivated “atomically” by tuning surface
stoichiometry. This can be achieved by the mean of successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction
(SILAR), which allows controlling whether surfaces are terminated with cations or anions.
Furthermore, we found that the boost in efficiency of a QD following a passivation treatment
increased linearly with QD surface area (correlating with the number of surface trap acceptors).
Notably, we established qualitative correlations between the enhanced ET efficiency in QD/oxide
interfaces by stoichiometry control inferred by ultrafast THz spectroscopy and the short circuit (JSC)
enhancement in complete QDSSCs devices. In chapter 5 the passivation of QD surfaces by organic
molecules was correlated with the one inferred by stoichiometry, obtaining a similar passivation
efficiency for both treatments for a given QD size. Fully inorganic or organic passivated QD schemes
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are thus equally suitable for boosting QDSSCs performances; selecting among them can allow
improved flexibility on the design for future sensitized cells.
While passivation of QD surfaces is vital for device performance, preventing recombination processes
between the electron and hole contacts is also critical. In a collaborative effort with partners from
Spain and China on exploiting TiO2 surface capping by ZnS/SiO2 (J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2015, 137 (16),
pp 5602–5609), we demonstrated by THz spectroscopy that back electron transfer recombination was
inhibited in proportion to the TiO2 over-coating treatment. By following this approach, ~8.2% world
record efficiency QD sensitized solar cells were developed.

In conclusion, provided that recombination losses can be in principle circumvented by rational
engineering of interfaces, in order to increase the efficiency of QDSSCs one should target a reduction
of thermal energy losses at electrodes. In this respect, several novel strategies have been addressed in
this thesis, e.g. reducing interfacial donor-acceptor energetics by QD dipolar capping, multiexciton
collection and interfacial extraction of hot carriers. From a kinetic point of view, all of these results
share a common aspect – boosting QD/oxide coupling strength represents a key aspect towards high
performing devices.
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